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!All"bridge"engineering"projects"have,"to"some"extent,"impact"on"the"environment"and"the"people"who"live"in"it."They"mark"urban"skylines"and"rural"landscapes."They"change"the"way"humans"interact"with"what"surrounds" them" and," most" importantly," they" affect" the" quality" of" life" in" a" society." " Bridges" have" the"responsibility" to"embody"a"meaning"that"cannot"be"attributed"to"other"civil"engineering"constructions,"that" is" representing," in" our" collective" imagination," something" that" we" all" refer" to" when" we" speak" of"linking" people," cultures" and" races." A" kind" of" link" that" is," at" times," just" abstract," at" others," clear" and""tangible," as" in" the" great" examples" of" constructions" to" which" history" has" accustomed" us."This"huge" responsibility" towards" society" leads" to"an"obligation" to"design"bridges"worthy"of" the"name,"capable"of"coexisting"with"present"reality"and"able"to"help"designing"the"future"environment,"always"in"close" contact" with" society’s" needs." In" addition," the" increase" of" a" common" sensibility" towards"environmental" issues" such" as" gas" emissions" has" led" local" and" national" administrations" to" adopt"sustanaibility"politics"and"development"plans"to"ensure"territory’s"conservation."






!The" structure" shall" then" satisfy" specific" needs," of"which" the"most" important" is" gaping" the"difference"between"the"two"orographies"that"the"river"separates,"and,"metaphorically,"between"two"distant"urban"realities.""Nonetheless,"the"bridge"is"required"to"blend"in"with"the"environment"having"in"mind"that,"even"though"that"specific"location"in"not"subjected"to"protective"restrictions,"there"are"still"architectural"costraints"due"to"the"proximity"to"the"Monti"Pisani"chain"on"the"Vicopisano"side."In"addition,"the"site"of"the"bridge"shall" be" located" at" the" same" river’s" cross" section" as" the" one" where," during" Second" World" War,""American"troops"built"a"gangway"to"allow"for"the"passage"of"heavy"duty"vehicles","as"shown"in"Figure"2."














1)"PeretolaXIsolotto"(Florence)" Road/Pedestrian" De"Miranda,"Montemagni" 206" 1975" 2","3","4"
2)"Lungarno"dei"PioppiXPiazzale"Kennedy"(Florence)"
Cycle/pedestrian" Damerini,"Scalesse" 105" 1962" 5","6"
3)"Figline"Valdarno""" Cycle/pedestrian" Florence"Province"technical"bureau"
95" 2010" 7","8","9"
4)"Lungarno"dei"PioppiXViale"Abramo"Lincoln"(Florence)" Rail/cycle/pedestrian" Florence"City"technical"bureau" 130" 2009" 10","11"5)"Parco"CascineXArgingrosso"(Florence)"" Cycle/pedestrian" Florence"City"technical"bureau" 114" Not"built"yet" 12"
Fig.2"X""Passageway"for"american"troops"during"1944"
7""" "
6)"Figline"Valdarno" Road/cycle/pedestrian" "ACS"and"BF"associates" 210" Not"built"yet" 13"
7)"Scandicci"(FI)"X"Greve"river"
!






















































































In" order" to" establish" whether" the" proposed" design" was" suitable" or" not," a" global" analysis" of" the"environmental"and"infrastructural"characteristics"of"the"location"was"conducted.!
2.1.1 Cycle and footpath network 
The"Ciclovia!dell'Arno"(or"River"Arno"cycleXpath),"has"a"total"length"of"about"270"km"and"begins"at"the"river’s"source,"on"Mount"Falterona"and"ends"at"Bocca"d’Arno"(Pisa)."Right"now"(2015),"the"cycleXpath"is"not"yet"fully"accessible,"though"the"Region"of"Tuscany"has"approved"and"funded"a"plan"to"complete"the"design"and"construction"of"this"green"infrastracture. 
Among"the"segments"that"everyday"are"used"by"cyclists"and"walkers"we"find"the"“Renai”"stretch,"in"the"Signa" municipality," the" Rovezzano" path" (between" Florence" and" Fiesole" municipalities)" and" all" the"“lungarni”" in" the"urban"areas"along" the"river" flow."The"result" is"a"path" that"primarily" twists" through"nature" and" turistic" landscapes," encountering" cities" and" small" villages" with" different" features" and"habits."
The" Ciclovia" takes" inspiration" from" many" of" the" wellXknown," cycleXturistic" paths" scattered" across"Europe," like" the" ones" on" Danube" or" Drava" rivers," or" the" Mincio" cycleXpath" in" Northern" Italy."These"are"good"examples"of"how"such"recreational"infrastructure"networks,"with"services"and"tourism"facilities" could" help" the" local" areas" get" a" positive" economical" and" social" feedback.""The" Arno" cycleXpaths" develops" entirely" in" Tuscany," in" the" Arezzo," Firenze" and" Pisa" provinces," e"intersects"some"of"the"other"national"and"international"cycle"ways,"among"which"EuroVelo"(connecting"Cape"North,"Norway,""to"the"island"of"Malta"with"a"central"segment"between"Bologna"and"Rome)"is"the"most" remarkable." The"Arno" ciclovia" spaces" from"nature" landscapes" to" historical" conurbations." In" its"first"segment,"crossing"the"towns"of"Stia"and"San"Giovanni"Valdarno"(Arezzo),"Figline,"Incisa,"Rignano"and" Pontassieve" (Florence)," users" might" enjoy" incredible" outlooks" on" the" valley," while" when" in"Florence"and"Pisa"cyclers"are"guided"straight"to"the"heart"of"two"of"the"most"important"art"cities"in"the"world." Along" the" whole" cycleXpath" there" are" small" hotels" or" rural" b&bs," other" facilities" for" small"repairs.""The" location" of" bridge" designed" for" this" thesis" belongs" to" those" areas"where" the" Ciclovia" is" not" yet"accessible."The"bridge" itself"will" create"a" link"between"the"existing"pedestrian"and"cycle"ways"on" the"two"banks"of"the"river,"as"shown"earlier"in"Fig.1."
2.1.2!Environmental!and!landscape!restrictions!"Since" the" bridge" crosses"Arno" river," a" hydraulic" study" has" been" conducted" to" assess" the" river" cross"
18""" "
sectional"dimensions"and"the"peak"flow"level"for"an"adequate"return"period."The"river"cross"section"is"identified"by"the"Arno"basin"authority"as"AR0186"(Fig.20)"The"most"recent"data"related"to"that"section"date"back"to"2001"and"since"no"other"information"is"available"we"will"be"refering"to"those"values"for"the"design"of"the"footbridge.""





























As"mentioned"in"previous"paragraphs,"the"structure"has"been"conceived"to"fit"into"the"110"meters"that"separate" Arno’s" embankments," in" a" constant" dialogue"with" the" adjacent" environment" and" reflecting"a"deep"architectural"inspiration,"that"is,"a"construction"able"to"fulfill"the"recreational"needs"of"the"linked"municipalities"and"to"become"a"landmark."The"bridge," in"fact,"has"to"be"capable"of"enriching"both"the"pedestrians’" crossing" experience" and" the" surrounding" environment." In" other" words," it" shall" be,"somewhat,"spectacular."















Since"the"area"on"which"the"bridge"will"be"constructed"is"not"subjected"to"environmentally"protective"restrictions"nor"historicalXarchaelogical" constraints" (the" closest" cultural"property" is" the"Noce"village,"situated"1"km"north"from"the"north"bank"of"the"river"at"the"bridge"location,"while"the"site"of"the"future"crossing" " connects"Barca"di"Noce" conurbation" to" " an"unused"area" close" to" the"Uliveto"mineral"water"plant,"i.e."an"industrial"site."
The" geometric" complexity" of" the" bridge" has" been" treated"mathematically" and" the" search" for" a" final"geometry"that"could"interface"with"a"optimal"structural"solution"has"been"conducted"and"reported"in"the"following"chapter.""
3. Studies!on!the!global!geometry!"





1) Structural"efficiency"2) Cost"3) Architectural"soundness""
Structural" efficiency" relies" on" the" idea" that" some" shapes" represent," compared" to" others," more"advantageous" solutions," meaning" that" they" are" capable" of" distributing" internal" stresses" in" a" more"advisable"way."
This"property"is,"in"general,"associated"with"a"reduction"of"structural"members’"crossXsection"and"thus"a"less"costly"structure."The"cost"criterion"plays"an"important"role"in"the"selection"of"the"optimal"shape"since"we"want"to"design"a"structure"that"is"competitive"from"a"budget"standpoint"and"could"be"actually"built"without"facing"costXrelated"issues."Eventually,"we"want"our"bridge"to"be"pleasing"to"the"eye"and"able"to"become"a"landmark"once"built."Thus"the"architectural"aspects"deeply"influenced"the"final"choice.""
"
3.1.1!Structural!efficiency!The"idea"behind"the"whole"structural"optimization"process"is"to"achieve"a"curved"geometry"that"is"able"to"behave" in" the" same"way"as"a"bow"girder"acting"as"a" structural" element" that" only"needs" to"have"a"hinged"support"along"a"single"line"to"keep"it"from"flipping"downward"and"that"is"capable"of"converting"torsional"stresses"into"bending"stresses"by"means"of"its"own"shape."
Driven"by" this" concept," our" study"begins"with" the" analysis" of" curved" girders"with" circular" directrix.,"subjected"to"torsion."
To"have"a"better"understanding"of"the"possibilities"that"such"geometries"offer"an"analytical"model"has"been"developed"to"control"parametrically"how"a"change"in"the"geometrical"features"of"the"curve"affects"the"internal"reXdistribution"of"bending"and"torsional"stresses."






!! = −!! ∙ cos ! − !! ∙ sin ! − ! ∙ !!!! ∙ sin ! − ! !"!!!!!!!Eq. 1"
!! = !! ∙ sin ! − !! ∙ cos ! − ! ∙ !!!! ∙ cos ! − ! !"!!!!!!!!!!Eq. 2"Total"strain"energy"will"be"defined"by"the"bending"and"torsional"components:"U"="Ub"+"Ut,"with"Ub"and"Ut""being"respectively" !!!!!"!!!! !!!""and" !!!!!"!!!! !!!"","where"EI"="section’s"flexural"stiffness"and"GJ"="section’s"torsional"stiffness."Since"both"support"points"A"and"C"are"fixed,"we"get"the"following"system"of"differential"equations!(Syst.1):"" !!!!!! + !!!!!! = 0!!!!!! + !!!!!! = 0 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Syst. 1!
27""" "
Where":""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!!!!!! = ! !!!" ∙ !!!!!!!!!! ∙ !!!""" " """"""" """ """""""""!!!!!! = ! !!!" ∙ !!!!!!!!!! ∙ !!!"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" !!!!!! = ! !!!" ∙ !!!!!!!!!! ∙ !!!""" " """"""" """ """""""""!!!!!! = ! !!!" ∙ !!!!!!!!!! ∙ !!!"""."And"again":""
!!!!!! = cos ! """;""""!!!!!! = sin ! """;""""!!!!!! = − sin ! """";""""!!!!!! = cos!(!).""By"substituting"these"values"into"Syst.1"equations,"we"obtain:""
! ∙ !!!" ∙ cos ! − !!!" ∙ sin ! !"!!!! = 0! ∙ !!!" ∙ sin ! + !!!" ∙ cos ! !"!!!! = 0
"
"Skipping"few"steps""(all"calculation"steps""are"reported"in"the"Annex)"and"substituting"the"values"MC"and"TC"in"the"previous"equations,"we"get:"!! ∙ !! + !! ∙ !! + ! ∙ ! ∙ !! = 0!! ∙ !! + !! ∙ !! + ! ∙ ! ∙ !! = 0"The"constant"values"C1,...,6"are"defined"as"follows:""!! = 2!! − 2!! + sin 2!! − sin 2!!4 +! !!2 + sin 2!!4 − !!2 − sin 2!!4 ;"
!! = !"#! !! !!"#! !!! + ! !"#! !! !!"#! !!! ;"





By" solving" for" MC"and" TC," we" " substitute" their" values" in" Eq.1" and" Eq.2." obtaining" the" bending" and"torsional"moments"at"any"section"of"the"girder"(i.e."Mθ and Tθ). 
A" different" radius" bow" girders" (with" circular" directrix)" analysis" has" been" carried" out" using" this"analytical" tool" and" the" results" were" compared" with" a" finiteXelement" analysis" to" investigate" their"reliability.""
The"variables"used"are"the"radius"of"the"bow"and"its"center"point"location,"while"the"distance"between"support"points" is" fixed," since"our"goal" is" to"explore" the"behaviour"of" girders"with"different" radii" and"lengths."Since," the"total"span"of"the"bridge"will"be"approximately"100"m,"a"set"of"differente"curvature"girders"has"been"choseen,"all"having"a"horizontal"projection"equal"to"100"m.""
"
Thus,"the"iXth"girder"will"have"equation:"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! + ! + !!! − 25! ! = !!!!!!!!!!!Eq. 3"
"
!!!!! ! = !"#! !! − !"#! !!2 + sin !! ∙ sin !! − sin !!+! cos !! − 2!! − cos !! + 2!! ∙ sin !! − 2!! ∙ sin !!4 + cos !! − cos !! "
!! = !!! + !"# !!!! + !!! − !"# !!!! +!(!!!!!!!!!"# !!! !!"#!(!!!)! );""


















C6! 2.262"""Thus"the"expressions"for"bending"and"torsional"moment,"at"any"section"with"angular"distance"θ from initial"section"C"(θC),"are:"!! = 250 ∙ cos ! − 168.923 ∙ sin ! − ! ∙ !(cos ! − 1)"!! = −250 ∙ sin ! − 168.923 ∙ cos!(!) + ! ∙ ! ∙ sin!(!)"A"rough"3D"visualization"gives"an"idea"of"the"internal"stresses"distribution"due"to"bending"and"torsional"actions"(all"dimensions"in"kNm):"
"





Now" that" a" reliable" calculation" tool" has" been" developed," we" can" begin" the" optimization" study."As"mentioned"before,"we"want"to"focus"on"the"structural"response"of"a"family"of"bow"girders,"described"by"Eq.3,"with"different"radius"and"curvature."
Observing"the"results"listed"in"Tab.3!(or"plotted"in"Fig.35),"one"can"easily"understand"the"relationship"between" length" of" the" girders" and" maximum" bending" and" torsional" moment" (always" occuring" at"supports)."





1! 25" 0" 180" 250.00" 168.92" 78.54"
2! 26" 0" 164" 204.09" 194.98" 67.21"
3! 27" 0" 158" 187.61" 203.91" 63.91"
4! 28" 0" 153" 173.08" 209.83" 61.8"
5! 29" 0" 149.5" 163.65" 214.50" 60.28"





We" observe" a" trend" towards" the" decreasing" of" maximum" torsional" moment" and" the" increasing" of"bending"moment""when"the"girder’s"length,"and"consequently"its"curvature,"increases."So"the"smaller"is"the"girder’s"curvature"the"closer"we"get"to"the"case"of"a"straight" line"beam"subjected"to"pure"torsion."Instead,"big"curvature"girders"are"proven"capable"to"convert" "torsional"stresses"into"bending"stresses"by"means"of"their"own"shape."
This" is" a" powerful" concept" in" terms" of" structural" efficiency" since" it" means" that" just" by" choosing" a"specific" curve" we" can" prevent" our" structure" from" having" issues" related" to" an" imbalance" between"stresses"from"torsional"or"bending"moments."
In" this"studyXcase"we"chose"a"girder"with"a"generic"steel"box"crossXsection" for" the"sake"of"simplicity."In" the"design"project"of" the" footbridge"eventually"we"will"be"dealing"with"a"more"complex"polygonal"crossXsection."Thus"one"can"easily"understand"how"revelant"is"to"balance"torsion"and"bending"demands"at"certain"points"in"the"structure"in"order"not"to"need"thicker"box"section"plates."
"
3.1.1.2"Girder&hinged&on&the&inner&side"The" second"model" of" this"parametric" study" consists" of" a" curved"girder"hinged"at" some"points"of" the"inner" side" of" the" deck." The" same" set" of" different" curvature" layout" lines" as" in" Par." 3.2.1.1" has" been"choosen,"so"that"the"results"could"be"compared."
At"the"preXdesign"stage"we"decided"to"deal"with"a"simplified"model"of"the"actual"deck."This"led"to"the"decision"of"studying"curve"girders"with"only"four"vertical"support"points."This"choice"can"be"justified"by"observing"that"when"considering"the"actual"deck"support"condition"(i.e."the"stayXcables’"restraints),"the"amplitude" of" the"maximum"moments" along" the" girder"will" be" smaller" than" those" obtained"with" the"simplified"model,"the"latter"being"a"safeXsided"solution."




|!!| = ! ∙ !!! !"2(!! + !)"where:"
!! = ! ∙ sin!(!2)!2 "
! = ! ∙ [sin ! − sin !2!2 ]"with"!!=" angular" distance" between" two" consecutive" supports," t" =" distributed" torques" (as" in" 3.2.1.1)."""These"expressions"are"only"valid" for"! = !!!"#;" all" the" formulae" for"girder"with"an"angular"aperture"different"from"the"half"turn"are"reported"in"the"Annex."
Given"that"the"structure"we"are"considering"is"symmetric,"from"a"geometric"and"a"loading"distribution"standpoint," we" shall" take" advantage" of" that" by" using" only" half" of" it" and" deriving" the" results" for" the"second"half" by" reflection." Thus," the"bending" and" torsional"moments"have"been" calculated" as" follows"(reactions"are"taken"positive"if"pointing"out"of"the"paper):"
If"0 ≤ ! ≤ !, then:"""""""""""""! ! = −!! ∙ ! ∙ sin ! − !! + ! ∙ ! ∙ sin ! − ! !"!!!! "
! ! = !! ∙ ! ∙ [1 − cos ! − !! ] + ! ∙ ! ∙ cos ! − ! !"!!!! ""
Fig.36"
34""" "
If"! ≤ ! ≤ !! , then:"
! ! = −!! ∙ ! ∙ sin ! − !! − !! ∙ ! ∙ sin ! − ! − !! + ! ∙ ! ∙ sin ! − ! !"!!!! "










R=25m& & & & &





0& 0& 0& 250& B168,923&
10& 54& B39,026& 220,667& B166,357&
16& 89,254& B57,727& 203,439& B162,379&
20& 113,91& B68,096& 192,225& B158,736&
22& 126,344& B72,631& 186,72& B156,623&
27& 158,403& B82,034& 173,311& B150,511&
30& 177,831& B86,325& 165,539& B146,292&
30,5& 181,106& B86,94& 164,265& B145,549&
33,5& 200,859& B90,031& 156,765& B140,862&
40& 244,046& B93,16& 141,418& B129,403&
50& 310,441& B88,393& 120,597& B108,582&
60& 375& B72,169& 103,708& B84,462&
70& 385,633& B49,366& 91,264& B57,775&
80& 392,145& B25,063& 83,643& B29,333&
90& 394,338& 0& 81,077& 0&
100& 392,145& 25,063& 83,643& 29,333&
110& 385,633& 49,366& 91,264& 57,775&
120& 375& 72,169& 103,708& 84,462&
130& 310,441& 88,393& 120,597& 108,582&
140& 244,046& 93,16& 141,418& 129,403&
146,5& 200,859& 90,031& 156,765& 140,862&
149,5& 181,106& 86,94& 164,265& 145,549&
150& 177,831& 86,325& 165,539& 146,292&
153& 158,403& 82,034& 173,311& 150,511&
158& 126,344& 72,631& 186,72& 156,623&
160& 113,91& 68,096& 192,225& 158,736&
164& 89,254& 57,727& 203,439& 162,379&
170& 54& 39,026& 220,667& 166,357&
180& 0& 0& 250& 168,923&Tab.4"
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R=26m& & & & &







16& 0& 0& 204,092& B194,976&
20& 28,17& B18& 190,627& B190,601&
22& 42,688& B25& 184,018& B188,064&
27& 80,101& B42,357& 167,916& B180,726&
30& 103,224& B51,174& 158,584& B175,659&
30,5& 107,122& B52,525& 157,055& B174,767&
33,5& 130,74& B59,913& 148,049& B169,14&
40& 183,042& B71,623& 129,622& B155,38&
50& 265,197& B77,901& 104,621& B130,379&
60& 347,195& B69,818& 84,341& B101,417&
70& 394,426& B48,927& 69,399& B69,373&
80& 400,88& B24,841& 60,248& B35,222&
90& 403,053& 0& 57,167& 0&
100& 400,88& 24,841& 60,248& 35,222&
110& 394,426& 48,927& 69,399& 69,373&
120& 347,195& 69,818& 84,341& 101,417&
130& 265,197& 77,901& 104,621& 130,379&
140& 183,042& 71,623& 129,622& 155,38&
146,5& 130,74& 59,913& 148,049& 169,14&
149,5& 107,122& 52,525& 157,055& 174,767&
150& 103,224& 51,174& 158,584& 175,659&
153& 80,101& 42,357& 167,916& 180,726&
158& 42,688& 25& 184,017& 188,064&
160& 28,17& 18& 190,627& 190,601&
164& 0& 0& 204,092& 194,976&"
"
R=27m& & & & &





22& 0& 0& 187,614& B203,913&
27& 40,381& B21,794& 170,155& B195,956&
30& 66& B33,132& 160,037& B190,463&
30,5& 70,469& B34,892& 158,379& B189,496&
33,5& 96,471& B44,661& 148,614& B183,394&
40& 154,341& B61& 128,634& B168,474&
50& 246,009& B73,3& 101,526& B141,367&
60& 338,406& B69,414& 79,538& B109,964&
70& 407,477& B50,037& 63,336& B75,22&
80& 414,077& B25,405& 53,414& B38,19&
Tab.5"
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90& 416,3& 0& 50,073& 0&
100& 414,077& 25,405& 53,414& 38,19&
110& 407,477& 50,037& 63,336& 75,22&
120& 338,406& 69,414& 79,538& 109,964&
130& 246,009& 73,3& 101,526& 141,367&
140& 154,341& 61& 128,634& 168,474&
146,5& 96,471& 44,661& 148,614& 183,394&
149,5& 70,469& 34,892& 158,379& 189,496&
150& 66& 33,132& 160,037& 190,463&
153& 40,381& 21,794& 170,155& 195,956&
158& 0& 0& 187,614& 203,913&"
"
R=28m& & & & &





27& 0& 0& 173,085& B209,833&
30& 27,609& B13,941& 162,25& B203,95&
30,5& 32,28& B16,123& 160,474& B202,915&
33,5& 60,688& B28,353& 150,018& B196,381&
40& 124,196& B49,654& 128,623& B180,404&
50& 225,516& B68,051& 99,596& B151,377&
60& 328,492& B68,576& 76,05& B117,751&
70& 420,917& B51,289& 58,702& B80,546&
80& 427,682& B26,04& 48,077& B40,895&
90& 429,96& 0& 44,499& 0&
100& 427,682& 26,04& 48,077& 40,895&
110& 420,917& 51,289& 58,702& 80,546&
120& 328,492& 68,576& 76,05& 117,751&
130& 225,516& 68,051& 99,596& 151,377&
140& 124,196& 49,654& 128,623& 180,404&
146,5& 60,688& 28,353& 150,018& 196,381&
149,5& 32,28& 16,123& 160,474& 202,915&
150& 27,609& 13,941& 162,25& 203,95&








R=29m& & & & &





30& & & & &
30,5& 0& 0& 163,649& B214,502&
33,5& 30,589& B14,387& 152,596& B202,674&
40& 99,19& B39,952& 129,979& B190,706&
50& 209,19& B62,715& 99,294& B160,022&
60& 321,666& B68,014& 74,404& B124,475&
70& 434,847& B52,71& 56,064& B85,146&
80& 441,801& B26,767& 44,833& B43,23&
90& 444,143& 0& 41,051& 0&
100& 441,801& 26,767& 44,833& 43,23&
110& 434,847& 52,71& 56,064& 85,146&
120& 321,666& 68,014& 74,404& 124,475&
130& 209,19& 62,715& 99,294& 160,022&
140& 99,19& 39,952& 129,979& 190,706&
146,5& 30,589& 14,387& 152,596& 202,674&
149,5& 0& 0& 163,649& 214,502&"
"
R=30m& & & & &





33,5& 0& 0& 155,525& B218,278&
40& 71,816& B30& 131,744& B200,52&
50& 187,696& B59,781& 99,48& B168,256&
60& 306,987& B68,995& 73,309& B130,88&
70& 460,17& B58,297& 54,026& B89,527&
80& 467,86& B29,598& 42,217& B45,454&
90& 470,45& 0& 38,24& 0&
100& 467,86& 29,598& 42,217& 45,454&
110& 460,17& 58,297& 54,026& 89,527&
120& 306,987& 68,995& 73,309& 130,88&
130& 187,696& 59,781& 99,48& 168,256&
140& 71,816& 30& 131,744& 200,52&








X" Bending" moment" at" supports" (fixed" girder)" decreases" when" radius" is" increasing" (arc" length"decreases),"while"at"midspan"section"increases;"
X" Torsional" moment" at" supports" (fixed" girder)" increases" when" radius" is" increasing" (arc" length"decreases);"
X" Bending"moment" at" the"midspan" section" (pinned" girder)" increases"when" radius" is" increasing" (arc"length"decreases);"










"The"data"collected"so"far"describe"the"behaviour"of"a"singleXcurve"girder."One"could"point"out"that"this"results"do"not"adhere"to"the"real"structure"we"are"designing"since"it"is"a"double"curve"(sXshaped)"girder."This" can" be" easily" rebutted" by" observing" that" the" structure" is" centrally" symmetric" (by" means" of"geometry" and" loading)" when" it" is" subjected" to" a" uniform" vertical" load" exerted" by" a" crowd" of"pedestrians" that"are" located"at" the"regions"of" the"deck"relevant" for" the"maximum"torsional" response"(i.e." the"parts" that"cantilever"out" from"the"spine"boxXgirder,"Fig**),"meaning" that"we"can"analyse" just"one"half"of"the"structure,"substituting"the"midspan"section"with"a"fixed"node."
"
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observe" a"worsening"of" the" torsional" condition" in" the" first" half" of" the" girder,"while" a" decrease" of" its"demand"is"registered"as"we"get"closer"to"the"freeXend"section.""










































25& 500& 394.338& 250& 168,923& 250& 168,923&
26& 480& 403.053& 204,092& 194,976& 250& 194,976&
27& 464.222& 416.3& 187,614& 203,913& 250& 203,913&
28& 444.58& 429.96& 173,085& 226,525& 250& 209,833&
29& 430.595& 444.143& 163,649& 253,64& 250& 214,502&
30& 417.219& 470.45& 155,525& 276,151& 250& 218,278&"
"





































!It"is"easy"to"observe"that"we"cannot"ignore"the"cost"parameter"in"our"evaluation"of"the"optimal"solution."A" focus" on" the" details" related" to" the" cost" analysis" lies" outside" the" goals" of" this" research" since" it"necessarily"belongs"to"a"more"advanced"design"stage."On"the"other"hand"we"need"a"tool"that"allows"us"to"understand"how"the"total"cost"of" the"structure"qualitatively"varies"as"a" function"of"the"parameters"that"come"into"play,"in"order"to"start"off"on"the"right"foot.""
At"a"preXdesign"stage,"factors"that"mainly"influence"the"total"cost"are"the"bridge’s"length"and"its"crossXsectional" dimensions." As" the" first" factor" changes" (producing" consequently" a" change" in" curvature)"variations"in"flexural"and"torsional"stresses"are"observed."As"a"result,"the"total"cost"will"change"as"well."As" outlined" in" Par." 3.1," the" solution" that" provides" the" minimum" stress" demand" is" the" one"corresponding" to" a" 27mXradius" girder." Assuming" that" the" bridge" deck" will," conservatively," have" a"constant"section"(this"assumption"will"not"apply"in"the"actual"design"stage)"and"supposing"a"deck"unit"volume" cost" of" 1," we" get" a" cost" function" that" is" constant" and" equal" to" the" volume" itself," (Cost" ="1*Length*crossXsectional"area)."Refering"to"the"crossXsection"shown"in"Fig.32,"and"having"in"mind"that"the"bending"and"torsional"stresses"distribution"varies"as"a"function"of"the"girder’s"radius"(and"so"of"its"length)"as"illustrated"in"the"previous"paragraph,"we"need"to"get"a"valid"crossXsectional"area"to"calculate"the"cost."To"do"we"designed"that"cross"section"keeping"the"perimeter"constant"(p!="4,740"mm)""for"all"the"different"radius"girder,"while"the"box"panels"have"been"given"a"variable"thickness"(equal"for"all"of"them)."Thus"the"area"becomes"a"single"variable"function"of"the"box"thickness."The"design"moments"are"taken"from"the"envelope"curves"plotted"at"Par."3.1.1.4."This"means"that"for"each"girder"the"maximum"
Fig.55"
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bending" and" torsional" responses" have" been" considered," no" matter" how" the" beam" behaves" globally"(conservative"choice)."Thus," as"outlined" later," the"solution" found"at"Par.3.1" representative"of"a"mean"optimum" response,"most" likely," will" not" correspond" to"minimum" box" thickness." All" calculations" are"reported"in"the"Annex."
In" order" to" determine" the" thickness," athe" stress/resistance" parameter" R" as" been" defined," being:"" ! = !! ∙ !!"





25& 157& 5& 2.370!104& 3.768&
&
26& 135& 4.8& 2.275!104& &&&&&&&3.105&
27& 128& 4.65& 2.204!104& &&&&&&&&&2.816&
&
28& 124& 4.45& 2.109!104& &&&&&&&2.604&
29& 121& 4.5& 2.133!104& &&&&&&&&&2.541&
&
30& 118& 5.2& 2.465!104& &&&&&&&2.95&
&"
"
We"realize"that"our"analysis" is"based"on"the"extremely"conservative"hypothesis"of"keeping"the"crossXsectional" height" (or" similarly" the" stresses)" constant" throughout" the" deck" line," but" one" needs" to"remember"that"this"is"just"a"preliminary"research"for"an"initial"deck"geometry."This"issue"will"be"fixed"in"the"actual"design"stage."





&Since" we" are" willing" to" conceive" a" structure" that" reflects" a" deep" architectural" inspiration," that" is" a"construction" able" to" fulfill" the" recreational" needs" of" the" abovementioned" municipalities," this" third"optimization"criterion"is"far"from"being"less"important."It"is"based"on"the"principle"of"selecting"curves"depicting"spatial"dynamic"shapes"that"allows"the"user"to"lose"the"perception"of"staticness"even"if"he"is"walking"on"a"solid"bridge."We"want"our"bridge"to"be"capable"of"enriching"both"the"pedestrians’"crossing"experience"and"the"surrounding"environment."""""
Thus,"we" are" looking" for" shapes" that" give" the" user" everXchanging" viewpoints" on" the" structure" itself""while"he"crosses"Arno"river."To"achieve" this"goal"we"need"to"use"extremely" fluid"geometries,"both" in"plan"and"elevation."
We"will"use"a"cosine"function"(! = 1.5 ∙ cos!( !!"" !))"for"the"XXZ"plane"in"order"to"create"a"tridimensional"deck"curve,"getting"a"camber"at"bridge"midspan"measuring"1.50"m"(Fig.57).""Architectural" dynamism"will" be" fulfilled" using" a" variable" spine" box" section" (the" bottom" panel" angle"varies" as" a" linear" function" of" the" longitudinal" abscissa)" to" which" cantilever" panels" are" attached,"creating" overlooks" on" the" right" side" of" the" deck," first," and" then" on" the" opposite" side" as" pedestrians"reach"the"midspan"section."NonXvertical"masts"complete"the"picture"with"a"sense"of"precariousness."
Since" the" optimal" solution" according" to" the" structural" efficiency" criterion" is" the" 27mXradius" girder"while" the" optimal" solution" that" satisfies" the" cost" criterion" is" the" 29mXradius" one," we" now" have" the"opportunity"to"choose"a"third"curve"which"represent"a"compromise"between"those"two"and"that"at"the"same"time"satisfies"the"architectural"requisite.""
Such"a"curve"will"be"described"by"the"following"analytical"function:"
!! ! = 0.025 ∙ ! + 25 ! − 16; !!!!!!−50 < !! ≤ −25!16 ∙ sin !50 ! ; !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!−25 ≤ ! ≤ 25−0.025 ∙ ! − 25 ! + 16; !!−50 < !! ≤ −25 "Fig.55"compares"this"last"solution"with"the"ones"previously"found,"that"are"defined"by"fc1"and"fc2"functions,"being:"
!!! ! = − 27! − ! + 25 ! + 27! − 25!;−50 < ! ≤ 0!!27! − ! − 25 ! − 27! − 25!; !0 ≤ ! < 50 "












! ! = 0.0175 ∙ ! + 25 ! − 11; !!!!!!−50 < !! ≤ −25!11 ∙ sin !!" ! ; !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!−25 ≤ ! ≤ 25−0.0175 ∙ ! − 25 ! + 11; !!−50 < !! ≤ −25 "






!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3.2!!Suspension!system!geometry!!"In"order"to"find"an"initial"position"of"the"masts’"top"nodes"in"the"unloaded"structure"configuration,"a"study"has"been"conducted"with"the"aim"of"finding"the"optimal"set"of"coordinates"for"the"relevant"nodes"so"that"the"cables’"system"configuration"would"be"associated"with"the"minimum"strain"energy."First"of"all,"a"continuous"beam"model"of"the"bridge"with"a"roller"support"at"each"cableXtoXdeck"joint"was"built"and"the"resulting"vertical"reactions"Ri"were"obtained."The"optimal"solution"would,"then,"have"to"satisfy"the"following"system"of"equations"(Syst.2):"" !! = !!sin!(!! !(!, !, !))!! ∙ ∆!! = !"#! !!!!!!!!!Syst. 2""Where:"X Ni"is"the"axial"stress"in"the"ith"stayXcable"under"bridge"dead"loads;"X !!(!, !, !)"is"the"angle,"in"the"vertical"plane,"between"the"mast’s"top"node"and"the"hinged"node"and"it"is"a"function"of"the"mast"top"node’s"coordinates;"X "∆!! "is"the"i"th"cable"elongation"under"bridge"dead"loads.""
Fig.58"
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A"solution"to"such"a"system"guarantees"that"the"axial"stresses"in"the"cables"are"in"equilibrium"with"the"loads"applied"and"the"system’s"total"strain"energy"in"minimized."The"system"above"can"be"modified"having"in"mind"that"∆!! = !!!" ∙ !! "(being"E"the"axial"stiffness"of"the"cable"and"A"its"crossXsectional"area)."By"substituting"the"first"equation"into"the"second"one,"and"reXwriting"the"elongation"expression"as"just"stated,"we"get:"
! !, !, ! = ( !!sin !!(!, !, !) )! ∙ !!! ∙ !! "being"li"the"length"of"th"ith"cable."Since"we"are"aiming"to"minize"the"total"strain"energy"we"shall"search"for"the"values"of"(x,y,z)"that""minimize"the"function"f."A"fixed"value"of"z"equal"to"15"m"(distance"between"the"mast"top"and"the"deck"top"panel)"was"choosen"according"to"the"architectural"needs."
The"coordinates"of"the"mast"top"node"minimizing"f"were"found"(all"the"calculation"details"are"reported"in"the"Annex):"
!, !, ! = (17.265!, 17.696!, 15!)"
An" initial" geometry" for" the" suspension" system" is" now" achieved." A" set" of" cables’" prestresses"will" be"specified" in"order" to"counterbalance" the"mast’s" selfweight"which"was"not"accounted" for" in" the" formXfinding"process."This"aspect"is"treated"in"a"later"chapter."




Since" the" bridge" is" characterized" by" a" deep" geometric" and" structural" complexity," simplified" FEM"models"were"not"considered"in"the"analysis,"since"it"was"deemed"that"only"a"complete"structural"model"would"describe"the"real"behaviour"of"the"bridge."The"following"figures"picture"the"model."
The" deck" structure" consists" of" QuadX4" and" TriangleX3" shell" elements." The" orthotropic" panels" of" the"spine" boxXgirder"were" given" an" equivalent" thickness" to" account" for" the" increased" inertia" due" to" the"longitudinal" stiffeners." " The" restraints" consist" of" an"hinge" and" a" roller" at" each"of" the" origin" and" end"sections"(Fig.63),"other"than"the"5mXspaced"supports"guaranteed"by"the"stayXcable."That"was"the"only"choice"allowable"since"the"main"load"bearing"system"is"illXconditioned"and"made"stable"only"by"using"the"deck"stiffness"itself."
The"masts"were"modeled"as"beam"elements,"pinned"at"the"base"node"and"attached"to"the"cable"system"at"the"top"node."They"were"split"into"22"elements"to"realize"a"variableXradius"CHS"section"(Fig.64)."






































Form8finding&analysis&A" formXfinding" analysis"with" the" “ignoring" formXfinding" properties”" option"was" used" to" achieve" the"initial" geometry" of" the" structure." " The" analysis" consists" of" a" static" nonXlinear" analysis" where" the"resulting" displaced" nodal" coordinates" overwrite" the" original" geometry," and" element" distortions" and"tensile" forces" are" stored" in" an" additional" load" case." The" structure" in" the" deformed" shape" plus" the"additional"load"case"is"in"equilibrium"with"the"dead"loading."So"if"the"deformed"model"is"analysed"with"the"same"applied"loading"as"before"plus"the"new"load"case,"negligible"further"movement"should"occur."An" exception" to" this" occasionally" arises" where" distributed" element" loading" has" been" used" as" the"equivalent"nodal"loads"of"the"element"loads"will"be"generated"based"on"the"deformed"geometry."They"are"different" from" the"equivalent"nodal" loads"used" in" the" formXfinding"analysis," that"were"generated"based"on"the"original"undeformed"geometry."
The"process"is"summarised"in"the"following"steps:"
X Create"a"model"with"the"geometry"found"in"the"preXdesign"stage"(described"in"Chapter"3);"X Apply"the"dead"loads"to"the"structure’s"elements;"X Run"a"formXfinding"analysis;"X Get"a"set"of"cables"prestresses"in"equilibrium"with"the"deformed"shape"under"dead"loads;"X Modify"the"prestresses"to"account"for"the"masts’"selfXweight"and"the"error"generated"by"using"distributed"dead"loads;"X Get"the"desired"deadXload"geometry."
Non8linear&static&analysis&The"structure" is" inherently"nonXlinear"due" to" the" fact" that" it" is" cableXsupported"and"mechanically" illXconditioned"(the"masts"are,"in"fact,"pinned"at"the"bottom)."This"double"nonXlinearity"made"the"use"of"a"nonXlinear" static" analysis" necessary." All" the" resistance" and" serviceability" members" verifications" are"based"on"the"results"obtained"from"such"analysis"(as"shown"in"Chapter"5)."
GSA’s"nonXlinear"solver"is"called"GsRelax."The"solution"technique"used"in"GsRelax"solver"is"the"Dynamic"Relaxation."Dynamic"relaxation"is"an"analysis"method"for"nonXlinear"statically"loaded"structures"direct"integration"dynamic"analysis"technique."In"dynamic"relaxation"analysis"it"is"assumed"that"the"loads"are"acting"on"the"structure"suddenly,"therefore"the"structure"is"excited"to"vibrate"around"the"equilibrium"position"and"eventually" come" to" rest"on" the"equilibrium"position." In"order" to" simulate" the"vibration,"
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mass"and"inertia"are"needed"for"each"of"the"free"nodes."In"dynamic"relaxation"analysis,"artificial"mass"and"inertia"are"used"which"are"constructed"according"to"the"nodal"translational"stiffness"and"rotational"stiffness."If"there"is"no"damping"applied"to"the"structure,"the"oscillation"of"the"structure"will"go"forever,"therefore," damping" is" required" to" allow" the" vibration" to" come" to" rest" at" equilibrium" position."All"the"solution"control"parameters"can"be"set"by"the"user"depending"on"the"accuracy"of"the"expected"results.""Since" the" structure" is"mechanically" unstable," a" nonXlinear" static" analysis" with" load" increments"was,"also,"run"to"investigate"what"value"of"the"service"loads"would"produce"unaccetpable"displacements"of""the"relevant"elements."
P8∆&buckling&analysis&The" buckling" analysis" of" the" masts" was" conducted" by" using" GSA" memberXbuckling" option," since" a"modal"buckling"analysis"cannot"be"used"for"such"a"nonXlinear"structure."This"type"of"analysis"is"useful"for"estimating"the"degree"of"restraint"offered"by"the"whole"structure"under"a"particular"load"condition."This" is" particularly" relevant" to" nonXlinear" structures"where" the" degree" of" restraint" offered" by" other"parts"of"the"model"varies"with"load"case."
The"program"analyses"the"structure"with"100%"imposed"loads."This"is"called"the"first"step"analysis."If"this"converges,"the"structure"is"well"conditioned;"the"number"of"cycles"required"for"convergence"under"applied" loads" is" stored" as" a" measure" of" the" stability" of" the" structure." The" program" stores" the"equilibrium"element"forces"and"adds"a"small"disturbance"moment"to"the"member"under"investigation"since"buckling"may"not"occur"without"a"small"disturbance"to"the"member."The"next" step" is" to" reXanalyse" the"model"with" the" imposed" loads" from" the" initial" analysis"but"with"a"factored" axial" force" in" the" element(s)" under" consideration." This" is" repeated" until" the" element(s)" in"question"buckles."Buckling"is"deemed"to"occur"when"the"analysis" fails"to"converge"within"5"times"the"number"of"cycles"that"achieved"the"convergence"in"the"first"step"analysis.""
P8∆&modal&analysis&"A" PXdelta" modal" analsysis" was" used" to" find" the" foobridge’s" mode" shapes" and" eigenfrequencies" on"which"all"the"dynamic"analysis"is"based.""Modal"analysis" is"by"definition"only"applicable"to"a" linear"model,"so" if" the"model"contains"nonXlinear"elements" (in" our" case" ties)" these" need" to" be" linearized." For" a" straightforward"modal" analysis" this" is"done"by"treating"these"elements"as"bars"(able"to"take"both"compression"and"tension)."In"the"case"of"a"PXdelta"analysis"the"stiffness"matrix"is"modified"by"the"PXdelta"effects"and"this"modified"stiffness"is"used"in" the" eigensolver." If" the" nonXlinear" elements" are" inactive" following" the" PXdelta" pass" they" are" then"excluded"from"the"stiffness"matrix"for"the"modal"analysis,"if"they"are"included"they"are"treated"as"bars. If"the"geometric"stiffness"acts"to"stiffen"the"structure"the"result"will"be"that"the"natural"frequencies"are"
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increased,"while"if"the"geometric"stiffness"reduces"the"stiffness"of"the"structure"the"result"will"be"that"the"natural"frequencies"are"lowered."
Footfall&analysis&Footfall"induced"vibration"analysis"has"been"used"to"evaluate"the"response"of"the"structure"subjected"to"the" actions" of" human" footfalls." The" structural" responses" include" nodal" accelerations," velocities" and"response"factors."The"human"footfall"loads"are"considered"as"periodical"loads"which"are"represented"by"a"number"of"harmonic"loads"according"to"Fourier"series"theory.""As" this" type" of" analysis" utilizes"modal" dynamic" analysis" results," the"modal" PXdelta" dynamic" analysis"outputs"were"used."All"the"details"related"to"the"procedure"used"by"the"program"will"be"treated"in"Chapter"6."
Harmonic&analysis&In"addition"to"the"footfall"analysis,"a"harmonic"analysis"has"been"carried"out"to"be"able"to"control"the"accuracy" of" the" footfall" results." A" harmonic" forcing" load" defined" by" the" Sètra" guidelines" on" footfall"induced"vibrations"was"used" to" simulate" a"distributed" crowd"walking"on" the"bridge."This"was"made"necessary" by" the" fact" that" GSA" forcing" load" only" reflects" the" vibrational" behaviour" of" the" structure"when"it"is"subjected"to"a"single"pedestrian"moving"along"the"bridge."Since"we"wanted"to"model"a"more"realistic" stream" of" walkers," this" second" approach" was" utilized" to" get" both" vertical" and" horizontal"accelerations."These"outputs"were"then"compared"to"those"obtained"from"the"footfall"analysis."
Influence&lines&analysis"Since" GSAXBridge" does" not" allow" for" the" use" of" 3D" alignments," an" influence" lines" analysis" was"conducted" referring" to" a"horizontal"plane"deck" layout" line" in"order" to" assess"what"parts" of" the"deck"were"to"be"loaded"so"that"a"specific"maximum"response"woud"have"been"obtained.""
An"influence"linesXsurfaces"analysis"is"inherently"only"applicable"to"linear"systems,"so,"to"be"able"to"use"it" with" the" actual" structure" we" are" dealing" with," modifications" of" the" model" were" made," i.e." the"structure" was" linearized" by" preventing" the" topXmast" node" from" moving." A" set" of" relevant" nodal"displacements" and" members" forces" influence" effects" were" then" defined." Accordingly" the" deck" was"loaded"to"get"the"maximum"responses.""
To"validate" the"extension"of" these" results" to" the"actual"nonXlinear" structure" the" following"procedure"was"followed."A"dead"loads"formXfinding"(ignoring"formXfinding"properties)"was"run"to"get"the"bridge"configuration"onto"which"the"live"loads"are"applied."Then,"the"topXmast"node"restraints"were"modified"into"a"pin"and"live"loads"were"expanded"to"the"relevant"regions"of"the"deck"found"from"the"influence""analysis." The"displacements" and" forces"were" registered" and" then" compared" to" the"ones"obtained"by"applying"the" live" loading"to"the"freeXtoXmove"masts"model"once"a"dead"load+prestress"case"had"been"run."These"results"were"sufficiently"similar"so"that"the"error"made"in"using"the" linearized"model"was"deemed" to" be" small" enough." Since" the" actual" structure" has" a" vertical" camber" (following" the" cosine"
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function" defined" in" a" previous" chapter)," the" deck" nodes"were"moved" into" the" final" configuration" by"using"a"“transform"geometry”"operation"and"live"loads"were"applied"to"the"relevant"parts"of"the"deck."





5. Design!"The"design"and"verification"of"the"structural"elements"were"conducted"by"using"the"limit"states"semiXprobabilistic"method"and"adopting"the"following"recognized"standards:""6. UNI"EN"1536:2010."7. UNI"EN"1537:2013."8. UNI"EN"1990:2006."9. UNI"EN"1991:2004."10. UNI"EN"1992:2005."11. UNI"EN"1993:2005."12. UNI"EN"1997:2005."13. UNI"EN"1090X1:2012."14. UNI"EN"1090X2:2011."15. British"National"Annexes"to"Eurocodes"."16. BS"5400."17. BS"6841."18. Sètra/AFGC"footfall"guideline.""
!5.1!Preliminary!design!!
!The"preliminary"design"of"the"structure"was"conducted"using"the"methods"treated"in"Chapter"3."""











The" top" deck" is" provided" with" a" 12cm" thick" C30/37" concrete" slab" that" has" the" double" function" of"enhancing"the"inertial"properties"of"the"cross"section"thus"allowing"for"a"reduction"of"the"number"of"the"costly"longitudinal"stiffeners,"and"to"prevent"the"top"deck"steel"plate"from"wobbling,"making"pedestrian"feel"uncomfortable."A"surface"load"of"3"kN/m2"was"choosen"(Fig.67)."
Decking&
















X"a"standard"vehicle," that"shall"be"used"whenever" there" is" the"possibility"an"emergency"vehicle"could"cross"the"bridge."
The"first"load"model"sould"be"applied"to"the"unfavourable"parts"of"the"influence"surface"both"longitudinally"and"transversally."The"recommended"value"is"a"function"of"the"loaded"length"L:"""""" " " """""""""""2.5kN/m2"≤"qfk"="2"+"120/(L+30)"≤"5.0"kN/m2" The"second"load"model"only"needs"to"be"applied"when"the"service"vehicle"is"not"taken"into"account"and"thus"it"has"been"disregarded."The"third"load"model"shall"be"utilized"when"service"vehicles"for"maintenance"or"emergencies"(e.g."ambulance,"fire)"or"an"accidental"vehicle"must"be"considered."Since"no"permanent"obstacle"prevents"such"a""vehicle"being"driven"onto"the"bridge"deck,"the"following"model"has"been"adopted:"
"
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The"aerodynamic"susceptibility"parameter,"Pb,"shall"be"derived"in"order"to"categorise"the"structure"using"the"equation:" !! = ! ∙ !!! ∙ 16 ∙ !!!! ∙ ! ∙ !!! = 1.309"where"(for"numeric"values"of"factors"refer"to"Annex*):"X ρ"is"the"density"of"air";"X"b"is"the"overall"width"of"the"bridge"deck;"X"m"is"the"mass"per"unit"length"of"the"bridge;""X"Vr"is"the"hourly"mean"wind"speed;""X"L"is"the"length"of"the"relevant"maximum"span"of"the"bridge;""X"fB"is"the"natural"frequency"in"bending.""Since"the"Pb"value"is"greater"than"1,"the"bridge"will"be"very"susceptible"to"aerodynamic"excitation"according"to"BD"49XPart"3,"2.1"(c)."Thus"its"stability"shall"be"verified"by"means"of"specific"studies,"or"through"wind"tunnel"tests"on"scale"models."Such"types"of"studies"lie"outside"the"goal"of"the"actual"thesis"and"wind"actions"will"be"analised"through"a"semplified"model.""
Wind&force&acting&on&the&deck"
In"general,"wind" is"considered"blowing" in" two"horizontal"directions,"x&and"y,"being"y&the" longitudinal"axis"of"the"bridge"and"x&the"transversal"axis,"originating"forces"in"x,"y&and"z&direction."Forces"induced"by"wind"blowing"in"direction"x&can"be"considered"not"simultaneous"with"forces"induced"by"wind"blowing"in"direction"y&and"vice"versa;"on"the"contrary,"wind" forces"acting" in"z&direction"should"be"considered"acting"simultaneously"with"the"corresponding"x&or"y&force.""Wind"force"in"the"x"(transversal)"direction"can"be"calculated"using"the"following"expression:"
!!!,! = 12 ∙ ! ∙ !!! ∙ ! ∙ !!"#,!"where:"X"vb"is"the"basic"wind"velocity,"defined"as"a"function"of"wind"direction"and"time"of"year"at"10m"above"ground"of"terrain"category"II;"X"C"is"the"wind"load"factor;"X"Aref,x"is"the"reference"area,"i.e."the"lateral"surface"of"the"deck"increased"vertically"by"0,3"m"to"take"into"account"the"effect"of"the"open"parapets"that"are"to"be"installed."
The"basic"wind"velocity"shall"be"calculated"from"the"following"expression:"
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" !! = !!"# ∙ !!"#!$% ∙ !!,!"where:"
X vb,0"is"the"fundamental"value"of"the"basic"wind"velocity;"X cdir"is"the"directional"factor;"X cseason"is"the"season"factor."
Following"the"same"principle,"wind"force"acting"in"the"vertical"direction"(z)"can"be"calculated"with"the"same"formula:"""




!!,!"#$ = !! ∙ !! ∙ !! ∙ !!(!!) ∙ !!"#,!"#$!!"#$ "where:"X"cs"is"the"size"factor;"X"cd""is"the"dynamic"factor;"X"cf"is"the"force"coefficient"relative"to"circular"cylinder"sections,"set"equal"to"the"product"of"cf,0"(function"of"Reynolds"number"and"the"solidity"ratio"φ);"X"qp"is"the"peak"velocity"pressure"of"the"wind;"X"ze"is"the"reference"height"for"external"wind"action;"X"Aref,mast"is"the"lateral"surface"of"the"mast;"X"lmast"is"the"mast’s"length."The"calculation"procedure"can"be"found"in"the"relevant"Annex."
The" same" procedure" can" be" utilized" for" assessing" the" wind" action" on" the" suspension" system."CablesXwind" interaction"shall"be" treated"by"means"of"specific"aerodynamic"studies."Nonetheless"such"type"of"research"lies"outside"the"goal"of"the"actual"design"project"as"mentioned"earlier."
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5.2.4.2&Thermal&actions&"The" bridge" is" subjected" to" daily" and" seasonal" temperature" effects" that" can’t" be" neglected" since"changes" in" temperatures"may" cause" additional" deformations" and" stresses," and"may," in" some" cases,"significantly" affect" ultimate" and" serviceability" limit" states" of" the" structure." Reference" is" made" to"EN1991X1X5.""
Uniform&component&"















"Then"getting:" " "ΔTM,heat""="18"°C"""""""""""""""""ΔTM,cool""="13"°C"""""" "
5.2.4.3&Snow&load&
&Snow"loads"on"bridges"should"be"determined"according"the"general"procedure"of"Eurocode"EN"1991X1X3.""Since"the"bridge"is"neither"a"roofed"one"nor"situated"in"a"particular"geographic"area,"snow"loads"should"not"be"combined"with"traffic"actions."Snow"load"can"be"determined"as:""" ! = !! ∙ !! ∙ !! ∙ !! = 0.92! !"!!"where:"X"sk"is"the"characteristic"ground"snow"load"with"the"annual"probability"of"exceedence"set"to"0,02"(i.e."a"probability"of"not"being"exceeded"on"the"unfavourable"side"during"a"“reference"period”"of"50"years). X"Ce"is"the"exposure"factor;"X"Ct""is"the"thermal"factor;"X!!"is"the"shape"factor."Numerical"values"can"be"found"in"the"relevant"Annex. "
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5.2.5!Load!combinations!












Combination" SelfXweight"+prestress" NonXstructural"permanent" Traffic" Wind" Thermal" Snow"
ULS"1.1.1"X"1.1.46,"1.2.1"X"1.2.46" 1.35" 1.35" 1.35" " 0.9" "
ULS"2.1"X"2.9" 1.35" 1.35" " 1.5" " 1.2"
ULS"3.1.1"X"3.1.9" 1.35" 1.35" " 0.45" " 1.5"ULS"3.2.1" 1.35" 1.35" " " 1.2" 1.5"ULS"4.1.1" 1.35" 1.35" " " 1.5" 1.2"ULS"4.2.1.1.1X4.2.1.23.1,"4.2.1.1.2X4.2.1.23.1" 1.35" 1.35" 0.54" " 1.5"
""
ULS"5.1" 1.35" 1.35" 1.35" " " "ULS"5.2" 1.35" 1.35" " 1.5" " "ULS"5.3" 1.35" 1.35" " " 1.5" "ULS"5.4" 1.35" 1.35" " " " 1.5""""As" a" rule," traffic" loads" on" footbridges" are" considered" not" to" act" simultaneously"with" significant" wind" or"snow."Wind"and"thermal"actions"should"not"be"taken"into"account"as"simultaneous.""
Coefficients!for!SLS!characteristic!combination!"
Combination" SelfXweight"+prestress" NonXstructural"permanent" Traffic" Wind" Thermal" Snow"
SLS"1.1.1X1.1.46,"1.2.1X1.2.46" 1" 1" 1" " 0.6" "
Tab.14"
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SLS"2.1X2.9" 1" 1" " 1" " 0.8"
SLS"3.1.1X3.1.9" 1" 1" " 0.3" " 1"SLS"3.2.1" 1" 1" " " 0.6" 1"SLS"4.1.1" 1" 1" " " 1" 0.8"SLS"4.2.1.1.1X4.2.1.23.1,"4.2.1.1.2X4.2.1.23.1" 1" 1" 0.4" " 1" """
Coefficients!for!SLS!frequent!combination!""
Combination" SelfXweight"+prestress" NonXstructural"permanent" Traffic" Wind" Thermal" Snow"
SLS"1.1.1X1.1.46,"1.2.1X1.2.46" 1" 1" 0.4" " 0.5" "
SLS"2.1X2.9" 1" 1" " 0.2" " "






Combination" SelfXweight"+prestress" NonXstructural"permanent" Traffic" Wind" Thermal" Snow"
SLS"1.1.1X1.1.46,"1.2.1X1.2.46" 1" 1" " " 0.5" "
SLS"2.1X2.9" " " " " " "






The" following" figures" and" tables’" contents" are" listed" (all" stresses" were" obtained" from" a" ULS"combinations"envelope):"



















































The" following" figures" and" tables’" contents" are" listed" (all" stresses" were" obtained" from" a" SLS"combinations"envelope):"


































As"explained"in"Chapter"6,"all"the"dynamic"properties"of"the"structure"were"obtained"by"using"a"Modal"PXDelta"analysis,"that"is"a"modal"analysis"that"takes"into"account"that"loading"on"the"structure"will"affect"its" natural" frequencies" and" mode" shapes. It" consists" of" two" steps:" the" first" is" used" to" modify" the"stiffness"matrix"of"the"structure"by"applying"a"specific"load"case"(i.e."the"analysis"case"resulting"from"a"nonXlinear" static" analysis" where" only" permanent" and" prestress" loads" are" applied)" and" by" changing"tensionXonly"elements"(ties)"into"linear"element"(bars),"thus"accounting"for"the"geometric"and"material"nonXlinearities;"the"second"step"is"a"standard"modal"analysis"based"on"the"modified"stiffness"matrix.""































































































"""""" " " Fig."92"
When"walking,"dynamic"forces"arise"in"three"directions:"vertical,"lateral"and"longitudinal."The"vertical"and"longitudinal"components"have"the"same"frequency,"while"the"lateral"component"has"half"this"frequency"because"every"step"is"made"with"the"same"foot"and"hence"in"the"same"direction."The"vertical"direction"is"the"most"investigated"due"to"the"largest"magnitude*(Živanović,*Pavić,*&*Reynolds,*2005).*However,"in"the"last"decade"the"lateral"force"was"more"thoroughly"studied"and"will"be"discussed"in"the"following."The"difference"in"periods"and"frequencies"can"be"seen"in"Fig.93."
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"
In"addition,"it"is"possible"to"see"how"each"step"overlaps"the"previous"one"and"that"more"than"one"harmonic"is"needed"to"describe"these periodic"forces."The"total"effect"of"a"walking"pedestrian"can"then,"be"described"as"the"Fourier"series:"!! ! = ! + ! ∙ !! ∙ sin!(2! ∙ ! ∙ !! ∙ ! − !!)!!!! "
Where:"
X G"is"the"person’s"weight"[N];"X !! "is"the"Fourier’s"coefficient"of"the"ith"harmonic"(i.e."the"dynamic"load"factor,"DLF);"X fp"is"the"activity"rate"[Hz];&X !! &is"the"phase"shift"of"the"ith"harmonic;&X !!!is!the!order!number!of!the!harmonic;&X !!!is!the!total!number!of!contributing!harmonics.&






















!The"main"receivers"of"vibrations"on"pedestrian"bridges"are"walking"people.""The"reaction"of"human"beings"to"vibrations"is"a"very"complex"issue"having"in"mind"that"humans"are"“the"greatest"variables"with"which"anyone"may"deal"with”"."According"to"Lippert,"not"only"different"people"react"differently"to"the"same"vibration"conditions,"but"also"an"individual"exposed"to"the"same"vibrations"on"different"days"will"likely"react"differently."This"is"known"as"the"interX"and"intraXsubject"variability"of"humans"and"their"reactions"to"vibrations.""It"is"now"widely"accepted"that"the"vibration"tolerance"for"moving"pedestrians"on"bridges"is"higher"than"for"people"in"buildings,"and"that"pedestrians"can"accept"certain"(initially"unacceptable)"level"of"vibrations"when"they"accustom"themselves"to"it."Knowing"that"human"sensitivity"to"vibrations"is"very"high,"it"is"clear"that"this"issue"is"of"paramount"importance"for"footbridge"vibration"serviceability.""There"are"several"specification"defining"limit"acceleration"levels"to"ensure"pedestrian"comfort."For"example,"Eurocode"sets"the"maximum"acceleration"in"the"vertical"and"horizontal"direction"to"0.7m/s2"and"0.15m/s2"respectively."British"Standard"5400"sets"a"limit"vertical"acceleration"of"0.5 !"(f&="natural"frequency),"while"it"does"not"require"a"maximum"horizontal"acceleration,"though"stating"that"if"the"fundamental"frequency"of"horizontal"vibration"is"less"than"1,5"Hz,"the"designer"should"consider"the"risk"of"lateral"movements"of"unacceptable"magnitude.  These"approches"are"frequency"independent."This"means"that"threshlod"of"human"perception"of"vibration"is"constant"no"matter"what"the"pacing"rate"and"the"motion"environment"are."Since"human"acceptance"of"vibration"is"very"subjective,"a"level"of"vibration"that"causes"one"individual"to"complain"might"be"unnoticed"by"another."Similarly,"vibration"that"causes"concern"or"distraction"for"an"individual"sitting"in"a"quiet"office"could"be"quiet"acceptable"to"the"same"person"walking"around"a"shopping"center.""In"order"to"account"for"these"factors,"a"different"approach"was"found"by"Irwin."He"constructed"either"the"perception"or"maximum"allowable"magnitude"curves"for"different"types"of"structures"and"different"type"of"vibrations."Among"them,"the"limits"for"rootXmeanXsquare"(RMS)"accelerations"for"bridges"are"given,"separately"for"everyday"usage"and"storm"conditions"(Fig.96)."
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Two" recent" and" famous" cases" of" this" phenomenon," called" Lock8in&or" Synchronous& Lateral& Excitation&







































Eurocode" (EN1990XA2)"states" that" the"maximum"acceleration"of"any"part"of" the"deck," in" the"vertical"direction," should"not"exceed"0.7"m/s2," thus"even" this" last"compliance" is" satisfied"since" the"maximum"vertical"acceleration"experienced"by"the"bridge"is"equal"to"0.2061"m/s2.""





"""""""""" "As" mentioned" for" the" vertical" vibration" analysis," the" footbridge" Response" Factor" for" the" horizontal"vibration"is"smaller"that"the"limit"value"set"by"the"Concrete"Centre"footfall"guideline,"thus"the"structure"will"not"experience"disturbing"pedestrianXinduced"vibrations"in"the"horizontal"direction"as"well."













frequency" of" 0.5495" Hz," less" than" what" it" is" believed" to" be" the" SLE" threshold" (1.5Hz).""The" Sétra/AFGC" guidelines" and" the" Eurocode" EN1990XA2" have" been" adopted" to" set" a" criterion" for"maximum"horizontal"acceleration"and"an"appropriate"horizontal"dynamic"load"model." "The"load"shall"be"taken"as:"
! ! = !!" ∙ !! ∙ sin!(2!!!!)"where:"XNeq"is"the"number"of"pedestrians"(uniformly"distributed"and"walking"in"phase"with"the"same"frequency"as"the"footbridge)"that"produces"tha"same"effect"as"random"pedestrians;""XF0"is"taken"as"35N;""Xfs"is"the"frequency"of"the"first"horizontal"mode"(0.5495Hz)."
For" our" case"!!" = 10.8 !"!!, ! < 1 !"#!!1.85 !!!, ! ≥ 1! !"#!! = 39!!"#"$%&'()$," being"!"(density" of" pedestrian" crossing"the"bridge)"equal"to"1"ped/m2"(depicting"a"very"dense"traffic"condition"where"freedom"of"movement"is""restricted"and"walking"is"obstructed,"i.e."Traffic"Class"4"according"to"HIVOSS"guidelines)""and"thus"N"="1*440m2"="440"pedestrians."
The" dynamic" point" load" has" been" spread" all" over" the" deck" surface" with" a" resulting" amplitude" of"3.1N/m2."The" forcing" load"per"unit"surface" is" then:"! ! = 3.1 !!! ∙ sin!(2! ∙ 0.5495 ∙ !)."The"results"are"shown"in"the"following"figures."
"" "Fig.109"X"Acceleration"in"yXdirection"
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"" " """" """"""
" """" " """
Combining"the"components"together"we"obtain"a"resultant"maximum"horizontal"acceleration"of"0.135254"m/s2"and"a"RMS"acceleration"of"0.100772"m/s2."
The"Eurocode"dynamic"pedestrian"load"consists"of"a"set"of"two"concentrated"vertical"and"horizontal"loads"(modeling"a"small"group"of"people)"and"two"distributed"vertical"and"horizontal"loads"(representing"a"stream"of"pedestrians)."Thus,"for"SLE"assessment"the"following"harmonic"loads"were"used"and"the"maximum"response"was"recorded:"
!! = 70 ∙ !! !! ∙ sin 2!!!! !!![N]"
























Even if SLE was deemed to be likely to occur, several possible measures could be choosen to increase 
















































""All" boxXgirder" panels" were" verified" according" to" the" relevant" code" and" the" results" are" reported" in"Annex"1A."
7.3!Cantilever!plates!20mmXthick"triangle"plates"cantilevers"out"from"the"box"section"a"every"2m,"with"dimensions"varying"with" the" longitudinal" abscissa." In" addition" to" the" standard" verifications" (reported" in" Annex" 1.E)," a"flexuralXtorsional" buckling" analysis" has" been" conducted" via" GSA"modal" buckling" tool,"where" a" finite"element"model"with"cutXouts"has"been"built" in"order" to"assess" the"compliance"with" the"relative" limit"state."Shear"buckling"is"prevented"by"using"sufficiently"thick"plates."
7.4!Cantilevered!deck!panels!Switching"from"one"side"of"the"deck"to"the"other,"an"18mm"steel"plate"connected"to"a"120mm"thick"RC"slab,"is"supported"by"the"undelying"cantilever"plates."Buckling"is"prevented"by"using"both"openXsection"longitudinal"stiffeners"and"the"RC"slab"(the"details"on"how"the"cooperation"between"the"two"element"has"been"evaluated"are"treated"in"a"following"paragraph)."Verifications"of"such"elements"are"reported"in"Annex"1.B."
























A" fourth" step"was" then" used" to" assess" the" possibility" of" a" snapXthrough" buckling" picturing" a" failure"scenario"where"mast"displacements" increase"until" unacceptable"deflections"occur" at" the"deck"nodes."The"displacement"limit"was"set"equal"to"the"one"used"for"serviceability"checks"(Par."5.3.2)."Thus,"a"live"load"factor"of"1.8"was"used"to"calculate"the"corresponding"axial" force"in"the"mast"(2556kN),"that"was"then"compared"to"the"buckling"load"derived"from"the"third"step."
The"choosen"wall"thickness"satisfies"the"axial"stiffness"and"local"buckling"requirements."It"also"reflects"the"will" to" increase"masts’s" selfweight" in"order" to"counterbalance"wind"overturning" forces" (as" largly"explained"in"Par."7.9)."Verifications"related"to"these"elements"are"reported"in"Annex"1.F."
Fig.131"
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7.6!Mast!foundation!The"mast’s"base"lies"on"a"deep"foundation"consisting"of"a"1.5mXdeep"pile"cap"and"four"52cmXdiameter"drilled" shafts." The" shafts" are" inclined" by" 15°" from" the" vertical" direction" to" reduce" their" shear" and"moment" demand." Compression" flows" from" the" mast" to" the" pile" cap" through" a" concrete" cylinder"conveniently"reinforced."Geotechnical"and"structural"verifications"are"reported"in"Annex"1.I."
7.7!Abutment!The" bridge" abutments" were" designed" to" integrate" with" the" river" banks’" environment." Since" the"embankment" walls" are" 1.80m" high," a" minimum" height" of" 3m" was" considered" for" the" abutment"elevation." A" sixXdrilledXshaftsXfoundation" (pile’s" diameter" of" 60cm)" has" been" design" to" carry" the"vertical"and"horizontal" loads"coming"from"the"superstructure."A"640x290x100cm"pile"cap"distributes"the" loads" among" the" shafts." " Pedestrian/cycle" access" is" garanteed"by" stairs" and"elevators,"which" are"builtXin"with"the"abutment’s"elevation"structures,"reaching"a"full"height"of"4.65m."
7.8!Bearings!!The"only"fixed"node"within"the"structure"is"at"the"abutment"sections."This"allows"for"the"use"of"pinned"masts,"statisfying"the"architectural"requirements."Since"the"only"external"torsional"restraint"is"provided"by"the"couple"generated"by"the"bearings"(two"for"each"abutment),"the"tension"must"be"transfered"to"the"foundations" through" a" conveniently" designed" antiXlifting" bearing," able" to" resist" the" design" negative"load"(uplift" force)."This"bearing"would"alse"have" to"carry"horizontal" loads,"becoming"a" fixed"bearing."Additionally"a"multiXdirection"confined"elastomeric"disc"bearing"will"be"carrying"the"vertical"loads"on"the" opposite" side" of" the" abutment’s" stem" wall." The" geotechnical" and" structural" verifications" of" the"abutment"structures"are"reported"in"Annex"1.L."











Safe!life! 1.15" 1.35""X the"reference"value"∆!! "can"be"selected"from"the"appropriate"code"charts"based"on"the"structural"detail"and"weld"typology"as"well"as"the"manifacturing"operations."""
""" Tab.32"
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"""For"what"concerns"boxXgirder"and"cantilever"plates’"details"a"value"of"∆!! = 100"MPa"(∆!! = 73!MPa)"was"choosen,"while"for"frame"diaphragms"∆!! = 36"MPa"(∆!! = 26!MPa)."Fully"locked"coil"stayXcables’"(with"metal"sockets)"fatigue"strength"is"represented"by"a"∆!! "of""150"MPa"(∆!! = 110!MPa)."A"partial"safety"factor"of"1.15"was"choosen"to"amplify"the"design"stressXrange."
Static"loading"(load"frequent"combination)"
Deck!elements!!!
Element! Cross"section" ∆!!"#"[MPa]" ∆!!"#,! "[MPa]" ∆!! = 73"MPa"
Top]deck!plate! Orthotropic"(t=16)+closed"ribs" 53.90" 61.98" Verified"
Lateral!deck!plate! Orthotropic"(t=16)+closed"ribs" 56.50" 64.97" Verified"
Bottom]deck!plate! Orthotropic"(t=16)+closed"ribs" 62.00" 71.30" Verified"
Cantilever!plate! t=20" 59.40" 68.31" Verified"
Overhung!plate! Orthotropic"(t=16)+closed"ribs" 56.47" 64.94" Verified"
Stay]cables!
Element! Cross"section" ∆!!"#"[MPa]" ∆!!"#,! "[MPa]" ∆!! = 110"MPa"
Stay]cable! Locked"coil"85" 95.62" 109.93" Verified"
Diaphragms!
Element! Cross"section" ∆!!"#"[MPa]" ∆!!"#,! "[MPa]" ∆!! = 26"MPa"





Element! Cross"section" ∆!!"#"[MPa]" ∆!!"#,! "[MPa]" ∆!! = 73"MPa"
Top]deck!plate! Orthotropic"(t=16)+closed"ribs"" 2.58" 2.97" Verified"
Lateral!deck!plate! Orthotropic"(t=16)+closed"ribs" 4.33" 4.98" Verified"
Bottom]deck!plate! Orthotropic"(t=16)+closed"ribs" 4.11" 4.73" Verified"
Cantilever!plate! Orthotropic"(t=16)+closed"ribs" 7.94" 9.13" Verified"
Overhung!plate! Orthotropic"(t=16)+closed"ribs" 4.55" 5.23" Verified"
Stay]cables!!!
Element! Cross"section" ∆!!"#"[MPa]" ∆!!"#,! "[MPa]" ∆!! = 110"MPa"
Stay]cable! Locked"coil"85" 2.79" 3.21" Verified"
Diaphragms!
Element! Cross"section" ∆!!"#"[MPa]" ∆!!"#,! "[MPa]" ∆!! = 26"MPa"
Frame!diaphragm! TXsection"(t=18)" 5.35" 6.15" Verified""MODE"3"–"Dynamic"loading"
Deck!elements!!!
Element! Cross"section" ∆!!"#"[MPa]" ∆!!"#,! "[MPa]" ∆!! = 52"MPa"
Top]deck!plate! Orthotropic"(t=16)+closed"ribs"" 1.44" 1.67" Verified"
Lateral!deck!plate! Orthotropic"(t=16)+closed"ribs" 1.52" 1.75" Verified"
Bottom]deck!plate! Orthotropic"(t=16)+closed"ribs" 1.56" 1.79" Verified"
Cantilever!plate! Orthotropic"(t=16)+closed"ribs" 3.20" 3.68" Verified"
Overhung!plate! Orthotropic"(t=16)+closed"ribs" 2.87" 3.30" Verified"
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Stay]cables!!!
Element! Cross"section" ∆!!"#"[MPa]" ∆!!"#,! "[MPa]" ∆!! = 111"MPa"
Stay]cable! Locked"coil"85" 2.21" 2.54" Verified"
Diaphragms!
Element! Cross"section" ∆!!"#"[MPa]" ∆!!"#,! "[MPa]" ∆!! = 41"MPa"
Frame!diaphragm! TXsection"(t=18)" 3.55" 4.08" Verified""
7.9!Global!equilibrium!under!transverse!wind!action!A"special"study"has"been"carried"out"in"order"to"assess"the"possibility"of"a"rigidXbody"equilibrium"loss."This"condition"is"associated"with"specific"horizontal"wind"loadings"acting"transversally"with"respect"of"the"walking"path."A"loadXincrement"analysis"has"been"used,"where,"at"each"step,"only"10%"of"the"load"is"applied."The"result"of"the"analysis"is"a"horizontal"wind"load"factor"that"produces"unacceptable"vertical"nodal"displacement"at"the"deck"level.""
































The"panel"was" loaded"with"an"edge"distributed"stress"of"355MPa"(equal" to" the"strength"of" " the"steel"used)" and" a"modal" buckling" analysis"was" run." In" order" to" estabilish" the"maximum" vertical" reaction"among"the"studs"(i.e."the"maximum"tension"force"that"would"produce"a"separation"of"the"concrete"and"the"steel"layers),"the"first"buckling"mode"shape"geometry"was"adopted"as"geometric"imperfection"and"the"new"structure" is" loaded"again."A"design" load"of"10.25"kN"controls" the"design"of" the"studs"since"a"minimum"studXconcrete"adherence"resistance"of"such"an"amplitude"is"required."
Being"NRd"the"adherence"resistance"for"a"single"stud"to"be"compared"with"the"tension"force:"!!" = !!" ∙ ! ∙ ! ∙ !!, where:"
X !!" = !!"!! = !.!"∙!∙!!"#!!!.!∙!! = !.!"∙!∙!.!∙!"!!∙!.!!.!∙!.! = 2.246! !!!!;"X !""is"the"stud’s"diameter;"X !!is"the"stud’s"length."
Nelson"19mmXdiameter,"8mm"long,"improvedXadherence"studs"(Fig.142)"were"used,"spaced"200mm"in"the"transverse"and"300mm"in"the"longitudinal"direction."









!A" new" cableXstayed" footbridge" over" river" Arno" was" designed," focusing" on" the" critical" aspects" of"geometric" and" structural" optimization," structural" dynamics" and" vibration" control." An" architecturally"bold" design" was" choosen" in" order" to" fulfill" both" aesthetic" and" recreational" requirements," in" a"continuous"dialogue"with"the"needs"of"the"linked"municipalities.""
General" analysis" and" design" of" the" structural"members"were" conducted" according" to" the" European,"British"and"Italian"building"codes,"while"for"what"concerns"specific"aspects"of"design,"as"the"pedestrianXinduced"vibrations,"relevant"guidelines"were"adopted."Different"finite"elements"models"were"created"in"order"to"assess"the"global"and"local"behaviours"of"the"structure,"with"the"help"of""GSA"Oasys"(v.8.7)"and"ANSYS" (v.14)" softwares." Analytical" tools" were" developed" to" research" solutions" for" the" optimization"process,"scientifically"supporting"the"architectural"choices"and"leading"to"an"efficiencyXbased"design."
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A.    Box panels verification
GENERAL DATA
Safety factors: ≔γM0 1.0 ≔γM1 1.1
Steel type:                                                                     S355






Rupture strength: ≔fu 510
Elastic moduli: ≔E 210000 ≔ν 0.3 ≔G =――――
E
⋅2 ( +1 ν)
80769
MAXIMUM STRESSES
Compression: ≔σEd.cmax 88.08 ≔σEd.cmin 3.68
Tension: ≔σEd.t 100.50
Shear max: ≔τEdmax 43.28
Shear min: ≔τEdmin 4.50
Von Mises: ≔σVonMises 90
PLATE GEOMETRY
Plate length: ≔a1 2000
Plate width: ≔a2 2000
Plate thickness: ≔tpl 16
STIFFENERS
Number of stiffeners: ≔nst 4
Thickness: ≔tst 11
Major width: ≔Bst 185
Minor width: ≔bst 108
Depth: ≔dst 150













































+⋅nst ⎛⎝ +⋅bst tst ⋅⋅2 a tst⎞⎠ ⋅a2 tpl
36.836










































































Second moment of area (stiffened plate):
≔Itot =+Ipl ⋅nst Ist ⎛⎝ ⋅1.429 10
8 ⎞⎠
4
Properties for equivalent thickness
:
≔ITD =Itot ⎛⎝ ⋅1.429 10
8 ⎞⎠
4














Panel 5 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl5 505
Panel thickness: ≔tpl5 =tpl 16
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl5 =⋅ρ5 bpl5 501.234
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl5 =⋅beff.pl5 tpl5 ⎛⎝ ⋅8.02 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 6 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl6 115
Panel thickness: ≔tpl6 =tpl 16
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1
































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl6 =⋅ρ6 bpl6 115
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl6 =⋅beff.pl6 tpl6 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.84 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 1 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl1 254
Panel thickness: ≔tpl1 =tpl 16
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl1 =⋅ρ1 bpl1 254
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl1 =⋅beff.pl1 tpl1 ⎛⎝ ⋅4.064 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 2 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl2 =Bst 185
Panel thickness: ≔tpl2 =tpl 16
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1
































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl2 =⋅ρ2 bpl2 185
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl2 =⋅beff.pl2 tpl2 ⎛⎝ ⋅2.96 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 3 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl3 =a 154.862
Panel thickness: ≔tpl3 =tst 11
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl3 =⋅ρ3 bpl3 154.862
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl3 =⋅beff.pl3 tpl3 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.703 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 4 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl4 =bst 108
Panel thickness: ≔tpl4 =tst 11
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl4 =⋅ρ4 bpl4 108
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl4 =⋅beff.pl4 tpl4 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.188 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
PLATE TYPE BUCKLING BEHAVIOUR
Sum of gross areas of stiffeners: ≔Asl =+⋅⋅nst bpl4 tpl4 ⋅⋅⋅2 nst bpl3 tpl3 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.838 10
4 ⎞⎠
2
Sum of effective areas of stiffeners: ≔Asl.eff =+⋅⋅nst beff.pl4 tpl4 ⋅⋅⋅2 nst beff.pl3 tpl3 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.838 10
4 ⎞⎠
2




Total gross section under compression:
≔Ac =+++++⋅⋅nst bpl4 tpl4 ⋅⋅⋅2 nst bpl3 tpl3 ⋅bpl5 tpl5 ⋅⋅2 bpl6 tpl6 ⋅⋅nst bpl2 tpl2 ⋅bpl1 tpl1 ⎛⎝ ⋅4.604 10
4 ⎞⎠
2

































































4 ⎛⎝ +1 ‾‾γ ⎞⎠
⋅( +ψ 1) ( +1 δ)
122.932









Critical elastic plate buckling stress: ≔σcr.p =⋅kσ.p σE ⎛⎝ ⋅1.493 10
3 ⎞⎠




















































































































































































































































































































=1 --------> bc=b.sl1-------->ψ ≔σcr.c2 =σcr.sl2 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.733 10
3 ⎞⎠
Slenderness of column :
≔σcr.c =min ⎛⎝ ,σcr.c1 σcr.c2⎞⎠ ⎛⎝ ⋅1.43 10
3 ⎞⎠




tpl6 ⋅beff.pl2 tpl2 ⋅beff.pl5 ――
tpl5
2




































+⋅⋅2 bpl3 tpl3 ⋅bpl4 tpl4
100.969
Distance: ≔e1 =−yGst yG.c1 63.897
Distance between plate and column 
centroids:
≔e2 =yG.c1 37.071
≔e =max ⎛⎝ ,e1 e2⎞⎠ 63.897

















≔ϕ =⋅0.5 ⎛⎝ ++1 ⋅αe ⎛⎝ −λc 0.2⎞⎠ λc
2 ⎞⎠ 0.691
































Final reduction factor: ≔ρc =+⋅⋅⎛⎝ −ρ χc⎞⎠ ξ ( −2 ξ) χc 0.867





















0.311 < 1       OK (tension)
SHEAR RESISTANCE VERIFICATION
≔η 1.2 (S355)


































































































































⋅⋅⎛⎝ +b1.1 b2.1⎞⎠ tpl yG1
2




⋅⋅⎛⎝ +b2.1 b3.1⎞⎠ tpl yG1
2
≔Isl1 +Isl1' Isl1''















































































⋅⋅⎛⎝ +b1.2 b2.2⎞⎠ tpl yG2
2




⋅⋅⎛⎝ +b2.1 b3.1⎞⎠ tpl yG2
2
≔Isl2 +Isl2' Isl2''














































































































































































⋅⋅⋅tpl 37.4 ε ‾‾kτ
0.105
Panel 1 ≔a2 =bpl1 254


















































⋅⋅⋅tpl1 37.4 ε ‾‾‾‾kτ.p1
0.224
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Panel 2 ≔a2 =bpl2 185


















































⋅⋅⋅tpl2 37.4 ε ‾‾‾‾kτ.p2
0.164
Panel 5 ≔a2 =bpl5 505


















































⋅⋅⋅tpl5 37.4 ε ‾‾‾‾kτ.p5
0.439
Panel 6 ≔a2 =bpl6 115


















































⋅⋅⋅tpl6 37.4 ε ‾‾‾‾kτ.p6
0.102
Final slenderness:

































=+η1.cm ⎛⎝ −⋅2 η3m 1⎞⎠
2
1.011 < 1       OK
ADDITIONAL VERIFICATION OF SHEAR BUCKLING OF THE SUB-PANELS












0.036 < 1       OK
GENERAL DATA
Safety factors: ≔γM0 1.0 ≔γM1 1.1
Steel type:                                                                    S355






Rupture strength: ≔fu 510
Elastic moduli: ≔E 210000 ≔ν 0.3 ≔G =――――
E
⋅2 ( +1 ν)
80769
MAXIMUM STRESSES
Compression: ≔σEd.cmax 88.08 ≔σEd.cmin 3.68
Tension: ≔σEd.t 100.50
Shear max: ≔τEdmax 43.28
Shear min: ≔τEdmin 4.50
Von Mises: ≔σVonMises 90
PLATE GEOMETRY
Plate length: ≔a1 2000
Plate width: ≔a2 2000





Number of stiffeners: ≔nst 2
Thickness: ≔tst 11
Major width: ≔Bst 185
Minor width: ≔bst 108
Depth: ≔dst 150


















































+⋅nst ⎛⎝ +⋅bst tst ⋅⋅2 a tst⎞⎠ ⋅a2 tpl
12.561


































































Second moment of area (stiffened plate):
≔Itot =+Ipl ⋅nst Ist ⎛⎝ ⋅1.195 10
8 ⎞⎠
4
Properties for equivalent thickness
:
≔IBD =Itot ⎛⎝ ⋅1.195 10
8 ⎞⎠
4









Panel 5 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl5 559
Panel thickness: ≔tpl5 =tpl 36
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl5 =⋅ρ5 bpl5 559
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl5 =⋅beff.pl5 tpl5 ⎛⎝ ⋅2.012 10
4 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 1 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl1 574
Panel thickness: ≔tpl1 =tpl 36
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl1 =⋅ρ1 bpl1 574
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl1 =⋅beff.pl1 tpl1 ⎛⎝ ⋅2.066 10
4 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 2 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl2 =Bst 185
Panel thickness: ≔tpl2 =tpl 36
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1

































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl2 =⋅ρ2 bpl2 185
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl2 =⋅beff.pl2 tpl2 ⎛⎝ ⋅6.66 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 3 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl3 =a 154.862
Panel thickness: ≔tpl3 =tst 11
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl3 =⋅ρ3 bpl3 154.862
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl3 =⋅beff.pl3 tpl3 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.703 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 4 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl4 =bst 108
Panel thickness: ≔tpl4 =tst 11
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl4 =⋅ρ4 bpl4 108
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl4 =⋅beff.pl4 tpl4 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.188 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
PLATE TYPE BUCKLING BEHAVIOUR




Sum of effective areas of stiffeners: ≔Asl.eff =+⋅⋅nst beff.pl4 tpl4 ⋅⋅⋅2 nst beff.pl3 tpl3 ⎛⎝ ⋅9.19 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Total effective section under compression:
≔Ac.eff.loc =+++Asl.eff Aeff.pl5 ⋅nst Aeff.pl2 Aeff.pl1 ⎛⎝ ⋅6.33 10
4 ⎞⎠
2
Total gross section under compression:
≔Ac =++++⋅⋅nst bpl4 tpl4 ⋅⋅⋅2 nst bpl3 tpl3 ⋅bpl5 tpl5 ⋅⋅nst bpl2 tpl2 ⋅bpl1 tpl1 ⎛⎝ ⋅6.33 10
4 ⎞⎠
2

































































4 ⎛⎝ +1 ‾‾γ ⎞⎠
⋅( +ψ 1) ( +1 δ)
15.058









Critical elastic plate buckling stress: ≔σcr.p =⋅kσ.p σE 926.025






































































































































































=1 --------> bc=b.sl1-------->ψ ≔σcr.c2 =σcr.sl2 560.202
Slenderness of column :
≔σcr.c =σcr.c2 560.202
Effective cross-sectional area of stiffener:
≔Asl1.eff =+++⋅beff.pl2 tpl2 ⋅beff.pl5 ――
tpl5
2




































+⋅⋅2 bpl3 tpl3 ⋅bpl4 tpl4
110.969
Distance: ≔e1 =−yGst yG.c1 73.897
Distance between plate and column 
centroids:
≔e2 =yG.c1 37.071
≔e =max ⎛⎝ ,e1 e2⎞⎠ 73.897
Annex 1 16

















≔ϕ =⋅0.5 ⎛⎝ ++1 ⋅αe ⎛⎝ −λc 0.2⎞⎠ λc
2 ⎞⎠ 1.239































Final reduction factor: ≔ρc =+⋅⋅⎛⎝ −ρ χc⎞⎠ ξ ( −2 ξ) χc 0.942





















0.311 < 1       OK (tension)
SHEAR RESISTANCE VERIFICATION
≔η 1.2 (S355)











































































































⋅⋅⎛⎝ +b1.2 b2.2⎞⎠ tpl yG2
2




⋅⋅⎛⎝ +b2.1 b3.1⎞⎠ tpl yG2
2
≔Isl2 +Isl2' Isl2''














































































































































































⋅⋅⋅tpl 37.4 ε ‾‾kτ
0.05
Panel 1 ≔a2 =bpl1 574



















































⋅⋅⋅tpl1 37.4 ε ‾‾‾‾kτ.p1
0.22
Panel 2 ≔a2 =bpl2 185


















































⋅⋅⋅tpl2 37.4 ε ‾‾‾‾kτ.p2
0.073
Panel 5 ≔a2 =bpl5 559


















































⋅⋅⋅tpl5 37.4 ε ‾‾‾‾kτ.p5
0.215
Final slenderness:











0.065 < 1       OK





















=+η1.cm ⎛⎝ −⋅2 η3m 1⎞⎠
2
0.993 < 1       N/A
ADDITIONAL VERIFICATION OF SHEAR BUCKLING OF THE SUB-PANELS












0.036 < 1       OK
GENERAL DATA
Safety factors: ≔γM0 1.0 ≔γM1 1.1
Steel type:                                            S355






Rupture strength: ≔fu 510
Elastic moduli: ≔E 210000 ≔ν 0.3 ≔G =――――
E
⋅2 ( +1 ν)
80769
MAXIMUM STRESSES
Compression: ≔σEd.cmax 280 ≔σEd.cmin 447
Tension: ≔σEd.t 200
Shear max: ≔τEdmax 134.4
Shear min: ≔τEdmin 4.43
Von Mises: ≔σVonMises 263.4
PLATE GEOMETRY
Plate length: ≔a1 2000
Plate width: ≔a2 2000
Plate thickness: ≔tpl 16
























++⋅bst tst ⋅Bst tst ⋅⋅2 a tst
69.977




⋅12 ⎛⎝ −1 ν
2 ⎞⎠
⋅⋅a2 tpl yG
























































Second moment of area (stiffened plate):




Panel 5 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl5 505
Panel thickness: ≔tpl5 =tpl 16
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl5 =⋅ρ5 bpl5 501.234
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl5 =⋅beff.pl5 tpl5 ⎛⎝ ⋅8.02 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 6 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl6 115
Panel thickness: ≔tpl6 =tpl 16
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl6 =⋅ρ6 bpl6 115
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl6 =⋅beff.pl6 tpl6 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.84 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 1 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl1 254
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Panel thickness: ≔tpl1 =tpl 16
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl1 =⋅ρ1 bpl1 254
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl1 =⋅beff.pl1 tpl1 ⎛⎝ ⋅4.064 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 2 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl2 185
Panel thickness: ≔tpl2 =tpl 16
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl2 =⋅ρ2 bpl2 185
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl2 =⋅beff.pl2 tpl2 ⎛⎝ ⋅2.96 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 3 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl3 127
Panel thickness: ≔tpl3 =tst 11
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1
































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl3 =⋅ρ3 bpl3 127
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl3 =⋅beff.pl3 tpl3 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.397 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 4 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl4 108
Panel thickness: ≔tpl4 =tst 11
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl4 =⋅ρ4 bpl4 108
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl4 =⋅beff.pl4 tpl4 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.188 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
PLATE TYPE BUCKLING BEHAVIOUR
Sum of gross areas of stiffeners: ≔Asl =+⋅⋅nst bpl4 tpl4 ⋅⋅⋅2 nst bpl3 tpl3 ⎛⎝ ⋅7.964 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Sum of effective areas of stiffeners: ≔Asl.eff =+⋅⋅nst beff.pl4 tpl4 ⋅⋅⋅2 nst beff.pl3 tpl3 ⎛⎝ ⋅7.964 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Total effective section under compression:
≔Ac.eff.loc =++++Asl.eff Aeff.pl5 ⋅2 Aeff.pl6 ⋅nst Aeff.pl2 Aeff.pl1 ⎛⎝ ⋅2.965 10
4 ⎞⎠
2
Total gross section under compression:
≔Ac =+++++⋅⋅nst bpl4 tpl4 ⋅⋅⋅2 nst bpl3 tpl3 ⋅bpl5 tpl5 ⋅⋅2 bpl6 tpl6 ⋅⋅nst bpl2 tpl2 ⋅bpl1 tpl1 ⎛⎝ ⋅2.971 10
4 ⎞⎠
2


































































4 ⎛⎝ +1 ‾‾γ ⎞⎠
⋅( +ψ 1) ( +1 δ)
189.955









Critical elastic plate buckling stress: ≔σcr.p =⋅kσ.p σE ⎛⎝ ⋅2.307 10
3 ⎞⎠























































































































































































































































































































=1 --------> bc=b.sl1-------->ψ ≔σcr.c2 =σcr.sl2 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.676 10
3 ⎞⎠
Slenderness of column :
≔σcr.c =min ⎛⎝ ,σcr.c1 σcr.c2⎞⎠ ⎛⎝ ⋅1.297 10
3 ⎞⎠




tpl6 ⋅beff.pl2 tpl2 ⋅beff.pl5 ――
tpl5
2




































+⋅⋅2 bpl3 tpl3 ⋅bpl4 tpl4
103.735
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Distance: ≔e1 =−yGst yG.c1 69.029
Distance between plate and column 
centroids:
≔e2 =yG.c1 34.706
≔e =max ⎛⎝ ,e1 e2⎞⎠ 69.029

















≔ϕ =⋅0.5 ⎛⎝ ++1 ⋅αe ⎛⎝ −λc 0.2⎞⎠ λc
2 ⎞⎠ 0.711































Final reduction factor: ≔ρc =+⋅⋅⎛⎝ −ρ χc⎞⎠ ξ ( −2 ξ) χc 0.992

























































































































































































































































































































































































































⋅⋅⋅tpl 37.4 ε ‾‾kτ
0.105
Panel 1 ≔a2 =bpl1 254


















































⋅⋅⋅tpl1 37.4 ε ‾‾‾‾kτ.p1
0.224
Panel 2 ≔a2 =bpl2 185


















































⋅⋅⋅tpl2 37.4 ε ‾‾‾‾kτ.p2
0.164
Panel 5 ≔a2 =bpl5 505


















































⋅⋅⋅tpl5 37.4 ε ‾‾‾‾kτ.p5
0.439
Panel 6 ≔a2 =bpl6 115
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⋅⋅⋅tpl6 37.4 ε ‾‾‾‾kτ.p6
0.102
Final slenderness:
































=+η1.cm ⎛⎝ −⋅2 η3m 1⎞⎠
2
1.1 OK
ADDITIONAL VERIFICATION OF SHEAR BUCKLING OF THE SUB-PANELS












0.103 < 1       OK
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GENERAL DATA
Safety factors: ≔γM0 1.0 ≔γM1 1.1
Steel type:                                                                    S355






Rupture strength: ≔fu 510
Elastic moduli: ≔E 210000 ≔ν 0.3 ≔G =――――
E
⋅2 ( +1 ν)
80769
MAXIMUM STRESSES
Compression: ≔σEd.cmax 280 ≔σEd.cmin 3.68
Tension: ≔σEd.t 200
Shear max: ≔τEdmax 134.4
Shear min: ≔τEdmin 4.43
Von Mises: ≔σVonMises 263.4
PLATE GEOMETRY
Plate length: ≔a1 2000
Plate width: ≔a2 2000




Number of stiffeners: ≔nst 2
Thickness: ≔tst 11
Major width: ≔Bst 185
Minor width: ≔bst 108
Depth: ≔dst 150



















































+⋅nst ⎛⎝ +⋅bst tst ⋅⋅2 a tst⎞⎠ ⋅a2 tpl
12.561


































































Second moment of area (stiffened plate):
≔Itot =+Ipl ⋅nst Ist ⎛⎝ ⋅1.195 10
8 ⎞⎠
4
Properties for equivalent thickness
:
≔IBD =Itot ⎛⎝ ⋅1.195 10
8 ⎞⎠
4








Panel 5 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl5 559
Panel thickness: ≔tpl5 =tpl 36
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl5 =⋅ρ5 bpl5 559
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl5 =⋅beff.pl5 tpl5 ⎛⎝ ⋅2.012 10
4 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 1 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl1 574
Panel thickness: ≔tpl1 =tpl 36
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1

































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl1 =⋅ρ1 bpl1 574
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl1 =⋅beff.pl1 tpl1 ⎛⎝ ⋅2.066 10
4 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 2 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl2 =Bst 185
Panel thickness: ≔tpl2 =tpl 36
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl2 =⋅ρ2 bpl2 185
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl2 =⋅beff.pl2 tpl2 ⎛⎝ ⋅6.66 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 3 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl3 =a 154.862
Panel thickness: ≔tpl3 =tst 11
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl3 =⋅ρ3 bpl3 154.862
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl3 =⋅beff.pl3 tpl3 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.703 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 4 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
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Panel width: ≔bpl4 =bst 108
Panel thickness: ≔tpl4 =tst 11
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl4 =⋅ρ4 bpl4 108
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl4 =⋅beff.pl4 tpl4 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.188 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
PLATE TYPE BUCKLING BEHAVIOUR
Sum of gross areas of stiffeners: ≔Asl =+⋅⋅nst bpl4 tpl4 ⋅⋅⋅2 nst bpl3 tpl3 ⎛⎝ ⋅9.19 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Sum of effective areas of stiffeners: ≔Asl.eff =+⋅⋅nst beff.pl4 tpl4 ⋅⋅⋅2 nst beff.pl3 tpl3 ⎛⎝ ⋅9.19 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Total effective section under compression:
≔Ac.eff.loc =+++Asl.eff Aeff.pl5 ⋅nst Aeff.pl2 Aeff.pl1 ⎛⎝ ⋅6.33 10
4 ⎞⎠
2
Total gross section under compression:
≔Ac =++++⋅⋅nst bpl4 tpl4 ⋅⋅⋅2 nst bpl3 tpl3 ⋅bpl5 tpl5 ⋅⋅nst bpl2 tpl2 ⋅bpl1 tpl1 ⎛⎝ ⋅6.33 10
4 ⎞⎠
2
































































4 ⎛⎝ +1 ‾‾γ ⎞⎠
( ) ( )
15.058
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|‖ ( +ψ 1) ( +1 δ)









Critical elastic plate buckling stress: ≔σcr.p =⋅kσ.p σE 926.025














































































































































=1 --------> bc=b.sl1-------->ψ ≔σcr.c2 =σcr.sl2 677.604
Slenderness of column :
≔σcr.c =σcr.c2 677.604
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Effective cross-sectional area of stiffener:
≔Asl1.eff =+++⋅beff.pl2 tpl2 ⋅beff.pl5 ――
tpl5
2




































+⋅⋅2 bpl3 tpl3 ⋅bpl4 tpl4
110.969
Distance: ≔e1 =−yGst yG.c1 76.263
Distance between plate and column 
centroids:
≔e2 =yG.c1 34.706
≔e =max ⎛⎝ ,e1 e2⎞⎠ 76.263

















≔ϕ =⋅0.5 ⎛⎝ ++1 ⋅αe ⎛⎝ −λc 0.2⎞⎠ λc
2 ⎞⎠ 1.152































Final reduction factor: ≔ρc =+⋅⋅⎛⎝ −ρ χc⎞⎠ ξ ( −2 ξ) χc 0.825






















0.62 < 1       OK (tension)
SHEAR RESISTANCE VERIFICATION
≔η 1.2 (S355)






















































































































































































































































































⋅⋅⋅tpl 37.4 ε ‾‾kτ
0.05
Panel 1 ≔a2 =bpl1 574
































































































































































⋅⋅⋅tpl5 37.4 ε ‾‾‾‾kτ.p5
0.215
Final slenderness:











0.2 < 1       OK




















=+η1.cm ⎛⎝ −⋅2 η3m 1⎞⎠
2
1.074 < 1       N/A
ADDITIONAL VERIFICATION OF SHEAR BUCKLING OF THE SUB-PANELS












0.103 < 1       OK
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SECTION PROPERTIES
Panel width: ≔a1 2000
Panel height: ≔a2 704
Panel thickness: ≔tpl 16
Stiffeners height: ≔bst 100
Stiffeners thickness: ≔tst 10
Number of stiffeners: ≔n 2
Stiffener area: ≔Ast =⋅bst tst 1000
2
Inclination angle: ≔θ 60


















































































⋅⋅bst tst ⎛⎝ −x'G.LD a'⎞⎠
2 ⎛⎝ ⋅5.25 10
8 ⎞⎠
4
≔Ip.LDx =+⋅ILDx' (cos (θ))
2
⋅ILDy' (sin (θ))
2 ⎛⎝ ⋅3.957 10
8 ⎞⎠
4
≔Ip.LDy =+⋅ILDx' (sin (θ))
2
⋅ILDy' (cos (θ))




≔ILD =ItotLD ⎛⎝ ⋅3.957 10
8 ⎞⎠
4

















Compression: ≔σEd.cmax 88.08 ≔σEd.cmin 3.68
Tension: ≔σEd.t 100.50
Shear max: ≔τEdmax 43.28
Shear min: ≔τEdmin 4.50



















































































Gross width: ≔b1sup =⋅―――
2
⎛⎝ −5 ψ1⎞⎠













NOTE: sub-panel checks are the same for all the three elements due to the symmetric layout of the 
siffeners along the lateral box panel
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Gross area: ≔Asl.1 =+⋅⎛⎝ ++b1inf b1sup tst⎞⎠ tpl ⋅bst tst 4834.667
2














Second moment of area
≔Isl.1 =+++――――――――

























: same as Stiffener 1
Gross area: ≔Asl.lumped =⋅2 Asl.1 0.01
2

































































2 ⎛⎝ −1 ν








































































2 ⎛⎝ −1 ν












≔σcr.p =min ⎛⎝ ,σcr.p.lumped σcr.p1⎞⎠ ⎛⎝ ⋅2.733 10
3 ⎞⎠
Compression gross area:
≔Ac =+⋅tpl ⎛⎝ −a2 2 b1sup⎞⎠ ⋅⋅n bst tst 0.01
2
Effective area of stiffeners: ≔ΣAsl.eff =⋅⋅2 ρst ⎛⎝ ⋅bst tst⎞⎠ 0.002
2
Effective compression area:
≔Ac.eff.loc1 =+ΣAsl.eff ⋅⎛⎝ ++⋅2 b1sup.eff ⋅2 b1inf.eff ⋅2 tst⎞⎠ tpl 0.01
2

































Gross area of the stiffener + adjacent parts of plate:





Effective area of the stiffener + adjacent parts of plate:
























































≔ϕ =⋅0.5 ⎛⎝ ++1 ⋅αE ⎛⎝ −λc 0.2⎞⎠ λc
2 ⎞⎠ 0.563
Reduction factor: ≔χc =
⎛































Final reduction factor: ≔ρc =+⋅⋅⎛⎝ −ρ χc⎞⎠ ξ ( −2 ξ) χc 0.95

























Effective global area: ≔Ac.eff =+⋅ρc Ac.eff.loc ⋅⋅2 b1inf.eff tpl 0.013
2
Gross global area: ≔Ac =+⋅a2 tpl ⋅⋅n bst tst 0.013
2
Area reduction ratio: =――
Ac.eff
Ac







0.256 < 1             OK
Gross area: ≔Asl =++⋅⋅30 ε tpl
2
⋅tpl tst ⋅bst tst 0.007
2












Second moment of area:
≔Isl =+++―――――――














































































































⋅⋅⋅tpl 37.4 ε ‾‾kt
0.511
(stiffeners divide plate into three equal sub-panels)























































⋅⋅⋅⋅( +n 1) tpl 37.4 ε ‾‾kt
0.208
=λw 0.511 > =λw1 0.208 column section buckling is critical































































0.682 < 1             OK



















Polar second moment of area: ≔Ip =+Iy Iz ⎛⎝ ⋅3.342 10
−6⎞⎠
4



















0.898 < 1             OK
SECTION PROPERTIES
Panel width: ≔a1 2000
Panel height: ≔a2 693
Panel thickness: =tpl 16
Stiffeners height: ≔bst 100
Stiffeners thickness: ≔tst 10
Number of stiffeners: ≔n 2









Compression: ≔σEd.cmax 280 ≔σEd.cmin 447
Tension: ≔σEd.t 200
Shear max: ≔τEdmax 134.4
Shear min: ≔τEdmin 4.43


















































































Gross width: ≔b1sup =⋅―――
2
⎛⎝ −5 ψ1⎞⎠













NOTE: sub-panel checks are the same for all the three elements due to the symmetric layout of the 
siffeners along the lateral box panel
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Gross area: ≔Asl.1 =+⋅⎛⎝ ++b1inf b1sup tst⎞⎠ tpl ⋅bst tst 4776
2














Second moment of area
≔Isl.1 =+++――――――――

























: same as Stiffener 1
Gross area: ≔Asl.lumped =⋅2 Asl.1 0.01
2

































































2 ⎛⎝ −1 ν








































































2 ⎛⎝ −1 ν












≔σcr.p =min ⎛⎝ ,σcr.p.lumped σcr.p1⎞⎠ ⎛⎝ ⋅2.828 10
3 ⎞⎠
Compression gross area:
≔Ac =+⋅tpl ⎛⎝ −a2 2 b1sup⎞⎠ ⋅⋅n bst tst 0.009
2
Effective area of stiffeners: ≔ΣAsl.eff =⋅⋅2 ρst ⎛⎝ ⋅bst tst⎞⎠ 0.002
2
Effective compression area:
≔Ac.eff.loc1 =+ΣAsl.eff ⋅⎛⎝ ++⋅2 b1sup.eff ⋅2 b1inf.eff ⋅2 tst⎞⎠ tpl 0.01
2

































Gross area of the stiffener + adjacent parts of plate:





Effective area of the stiffener + adjacent parts of plate:
























































≔ϕ =⋅0.5 ⎛⎝ ++1 ⋅αE ⎛⎝ −λc 0.2⎞⎠ λc
2 ⎞⎠ 0.559
Reduction factor: ≔χc =
⎛































Final reduction factor: ≔ρc =+⋅⋅⎛⎝ −ρ χc⎞⎠ ξ ( −2 ξ) χc 0.954

























Effective global area: ≔Ac.eff =+⋅ρc Ac.eff.loc ⋅⋅2 b1inf.eff tpl 0.013
2
Gross global area: ≔Ac =+⋅a2 tpl ⋅⋅n bst tst 0.013
2
Area reduction ratio: =――
Ac.eff
Ac







0.811 < 1             OK
2 2
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Gross area: ≔Asl =++⋅⋅30 ε tpl
2
⋅tpl tst ⋅bst tst 0.007
2











Second moment of area:
≔Isl =+++―――――――














































































































⋅⋅⋅tpl 37.4 ε ‾‾kt
0.504
(stiffeners divide plate into three equal sub-panels)























































⋅⋅⋅⋅( +n 1) tpl 37.4 ε ‾‾kt
0.204
=λw 0.504 > =λw1 0.204 column section buckling is critical
|0.83
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0.838 < 1             OK



















Polar second moment of area: ≔Ip =+Iy Iz ⎛⎝ ⋅3.342 10
−6⎞⎠
4



















0.898 < 1             OK
GENERAL DATA
Safety factors: ≔γM0 1.0 ≔γM1 1.1
Steel type:                                            S355






Rupture strength: ≔fu 510
Elastic moduli: ≔E 210000 ≔ν 0.3 ≔G =――――
E
⋅2 ( +1 ν)
80769
MAXIMUM STRESSES
Compression: ≔σEd.cmax 88.08 ≔σEd.cmin 3.68
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Tension: ≔σEd.t 100.50
Shear max: ≔τEdmax 43.28
Shear min: ≔τEdmin 4.50
Von Mises: ≔σVonMises 90
PLATE GEOMETRY
Plate length: ≔a1 2000
Plate width: ≔a2 1370
Plate thickness: ≔tpl 18
STIFFENERS
Number of stiffeners: ≔nst 2
Thickness: ≔tst 11
Major width: ≔Bst 282
Minor width: ≔bst 165
Depth: ≔dst 196


















































+⋅nst ⎛⎝ +⋅bst tst ⋅⋅2 a tst⎞⎠ ⋅a2 tpl
45.245































































Second moment of area (stiffened plate):
≔Itot =+Ipl ⋅nst Ist ⎛⎝ ⋅1.796 10
8 ⎞⎠
4
Properties for equivalent thickness
:
≔IBD =Itot ⎛⎝ ⋅1.796 10
8 ⎞⎠
4









Panel 5 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl5 507
Panel thickness: ≔tpl5 =tpl 18
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl5 =⋅ρ5 bpl5 507
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl5 =⋅beff.pl5 tpl5 ⎛⎝ ⋅9.126 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 1 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl1 150
Panel thickness: ≔tpl1 =tpl 18
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl1 =⋅ρ1 bpl1 150
⎛ 3 ⎞ 2
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Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl1 =⋅beff.pl1 tpl1 ⎛⎝ ⋅2.7 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 2 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl2 =Bst 282
Panel thickness: ≔tpl2 =tpl 18
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl2 =⋅ρ2 bpl2 282
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl2 =⋅beff.pl2 tpl2 ⎛⎝ ⋅5.076 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 3 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl3 =a 204.544
Panel thickness: ≔tpl3 =tst 11
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl3 =⋅ρ3 bpl3 204.544
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl3 =⋅beff.pl3 tpl3 ⎛⎝ ⋅2.25 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 4 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl4 =bst 165
Panel thickness: ≔tpl4 =tst 11
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1
































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl4 =⋅ρ4 bpl4 165
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl4 =⋅beff.pl4 tpl4 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.815 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
PLATE TYPE BUCKLING BEHAVIOUR
Sum of gross areas of stiffeners: ≔Asl =+⋅⋅nst bpl4 tpl4 ⋅⋅⋅2 nst bpl3 tpl3 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.263 10
4 ⎞⎠
2
Sum of effective areas of stiffeners: ≔Asl.eff =+⋅⋅nst beff.pl4 tpl4 ⋅⋅⋅2 nst beff.pl3 tpl3 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.263 10
4 ⎞⎠
2
Total effective section under compression:
≔Ac.eff.loc =+++Asl.eff Aeff.pl5 ⋅nst Aeff.pl2 Aeff.pl1 ⎛⎝ ⋅3.461 10
4 ⎞⎠
2
Total gross section under compression:
≔Ac =++++⋅⋅nst bpl4 tpl4 ⋅⋅⋅2 nst bpl3 tpl3 ⋅bpl5 tpl5 ⋅⋅nst bpl2 tpl2 ⋅bpl1 tpl1 ⎛⎝ ⋅3.461 10
4 ⎞⎠
2

































































4 ⎛⎝ +1 ‾‾γ ⎞⎠
⋅( +ψ 1) ( +1 δ)
78.896









Critical elastic plate buckling stress: ≔σcr.p =⋅kσ.p σE ⎛⎝ ⋅2.585 10
3 ⎞⎠
















































































































































=1 --------> bc=b.sl1-------->ψ ≔σcr.c2 =σcr.sl2 ⎛⎝ ⋅3.011 10
3 ⎞⎠
Slenderness of column :
≔σcr.c =σcr.c2 ⎛⎝ ⋅3.011 10
3 ⎞⎠
Effective cross-sectional area of stiffener:
≔Asl1.eff =+++⋅beff.pl2 tpl2 ⋅beff.pl5 ――
tpl5
2




































+⋅⋅2 bpl3 tpl3 ⋅bpl4 tpl4
133.586
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Distance: ≔e1 =−yGst yG.c1 98.88
Distance between plate and column 
centroids:
≔e2 =yG.c1 34.706
≔e =max ⎛⎝ ,e1 e2⎞⎠ 98.88

















≔ϕ =⋅0.5 ⎛⎝ ++1 ⋅αe ⎛⎝ −λc 0.2⎞⎠ λc
2 ⎞⎠ 0.63































Final reduction factor: ≔ρc =+⋅⋅⎛⎝ −ρ χc⎞⎠ ξ ( −2 ξ) χc 0.894



































































































































⋅⋅⎛⎝ +b1.2 b2.2⎞⎠ tpl yG2
2




⋅⋅⎛⎝ +b2.1 b3.1⎞⎠ tpl yG2
2














































































































































































⋅⋅⋅tpl 37.4 ε ‾‾kτ
0.057
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Panel 1 ≔a2 =bpl1 150


















































⋅⋅⋅tpl1 37.4 ε ‾‾‾‾kτ.p1
0.118
Panel 2 ≔a2 =bpl2 282


















































⋅⋅⋅tpl2 37.4 ε ‾‾‾‾kτ.p2
0.221
Panel 5 ≔a2 =bpl5 507


















































⋅⋅⋅tpl5 37.4 ε ‾‾‾‾kτ.p5
0.391
Final slenderness:












0.065 < 1       OK




















=+η1.cm ⎛⎝ −⋅2 η3m 1⎞⎠
2
1.006 < 1       N/A
ADDITIONAL VERIFICATION OF SHEAR BUCKLING OF THE SUB-PANELS












0.036 < 1       OK
GENERAL DATA
Safety factors: ≔γM0 1.0 ≔γM1 1.1
Steel type:                                            S355






Rupture strength: ≔fu 510
Elastic moduli: ≔E 210000 ≔ν 0.3 ≔G =――――
E
⋅2 ( +1 ν)
80769
MAXIMUM STRESSES
Compression: ≔σEd.cmax 280 ≔σEd.cmin 447
Tension: ≔σEd.t 200
Shear max: ≔τEdmax 134.4
Shear min: ≔τEdmin 4.43
Von Mises: ≔σVonMises 263.4
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PLATE GEOMETRY
Plate length: ≔a1 2000
Plate width: ≔a2 1370
Plate thickness: ≔tpl 18
STIFFENERS
Number of stiffeners: ≔nst 2
Thickness: ≔tst 11
Major width: ≔Bst 282
Minor width: ≔bst 165
Depth: ≔dst 196













































++⋅bst tst ⋅Bst tst ⋅⋅2 a tst
89.582































































Second moment of area (stiffened plate):




Panel 5 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl5 507
Panel thickness: ≔tpl5 =tpl 18
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1
































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl5 =⋅ρ5 bpl5 507
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl5 =⋅beff.pl5 tpl5 ⎛⎝ ⋅9.126 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 1 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl1 150
Panel thickness: ≔tpl1 =tpl 18
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl1 =⋅ρ1 bpl1 150
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl1 =⋅beff.pl1 tpl1 ⎛⎝ ⋅2.7 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 2 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl2 =Bst 282
Panel thickness: ≔tpl2 =tpl 18
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl2 =⋅ρ2 bpl2 282
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl2 =⋅beff.pl2 tpl2 ⎛⎝ ⋅5.076 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 3 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl3 =a 204.544
Panel thickness: ≔tpl3 =tst 11
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1

































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl3 =⋅ρ3 bpl3 204.544
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl3 =⋅beff.pl3 tpl3 ⎛⎝ ⋅2.25 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Panel 4 (INTERNAL ELEMENT)
Panel width: ≔bpl4 =bst 165
Panel thickness: ≔tpl4 =tst 11
Panel stress ratio (safe-sided): ≔ψ 1































Effective panel width: ≔beff.pl4 =⋅ρ4 bpl4 165
Effective panel area: ≔Aeff.pl4 =⋅beff.pl4 tpl4 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.815 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
PLATE TYPE BUCKLING BEHAVIOUR
Sum of gross areas of stiffeners: ≔Asl =+⋅⋅nst bpl4 tpl4 ⋅⋅⋅2 nst bpl3 tpl3 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.263 10
4 ⎞⎠
2
Sum of effective areas of stiffeners: ≔Asl.eff =+⋅⋅nst beff.pl4 tpl4 ⋅⋅⋅2 nst beff.pl3 tpl3 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.263 10
4 ⎞⎠
2
Total effective section under compression:
≔Ac.eff.loc =+++Asl.eff Aeff.pl5 ⋅nst Aeff.pl2 Aeff.pl1 ⎛⎝ ⋅3.461 10
4 ⎞⎠
2
Total gross section under compression:
≔Ac =++++⋅⋅nst bpl4 tpl4 ⋅⋅⋅2 nst bpl3 tpl3 ⋅bpl5 tpl5 ⋅⋅nst bpl2 tpl2 ⋅bpl1 tpl1 ⎛⎝ ⋅3.461 10
4 ⎞⎠
2


































































4 ⎛⎝ +1 ‾‾γ ⎞⎠
⋅( +ψ 1) ( +1 δ)
116.167









Critical elastic plate buckling stress: ≔σcr.p =⋅kσ.p σE ⎛⎝ ⋅3.806 10
3 ⎞⎠
















































































































































=1 --------> bc=b.sl1-------->ψ ≔σcr.c2 =σcr.sl2 ⎛⎝ ⋅3.011 10
3 ⎞⎠
Slenderness of column :
≔σcr.c =σcr.c2 ⎛⎝ ⋅3.011 10
3 ⎞⎠
Effective cross-sectional area of stiffener:
≔Asl1.eff =+++⋅beff.pl2 tpl2 ⋅beff.pl5 ――
tpl5
2




































+⋅⋅2 bpl3 tpl3 ⋅bpl4 tpl4
133.586
Distance: ≔e1 =−yGst yG.c1 98.88
Distance between plate and column 
centroids:
≔e2 =yG.c1 34.706
≔e =max ⎛⎝ ,e1 e2⎞⎠ 98.88

















≔ϕ =⋅0.5 ⎛⎝ ++1 ⋅αe ⎛⎝ −λc 0.2⎞⎠ λc
2 ⎞⎠ 0.63
































Final reduction factor: ≔ρc =+⋅⋅⎛⎝ −ρ χc⎞⎠ ξ ( −2 ξ) χc 0.942





















0.62 < 1       OK (tension)
SHEAR RESISTANCE VERIFICATION
≔η 1.2 (S355)










































































































⋅⋅⎛⎝ +b1.2 b2.2⎞⎠ tpl yG2
2




⋅⋅⎛⎝ +b2.1 b3.1⎞⎠ tpl yG2
2















































































































































































⋅⋅⋅tpl 37.4 ε ‾‾kτ
0.057
Panel 1 ≔a2 =bpl1 150


















































⋅⋅⋅tpl1 37.4 ε ‾‾‾‾kτ.p1
0.118
Panel 2 ≔a2 =bpl2 282



















































⋅⋅⋅tpl2 37.4 ε ‾‾‾‾kτ.p2
0.221
Panel 5 ≔a2 =bpl5 507


















































⋅⋅⋅tpl5 37.4 ε ‾‾‾‾kτ.p5
0.391
Final slenderness:
































=+η1.cm ⎛⎝ −⋅2 η3m 1⎞⎠
2
1.046 < 1       OK
ADDITIONAL VERIFICATION OF SHEAR BUCKLING OF THE SUB-PANELS













0.103 < 1       OK
B.    Cantilevered panels verification
GENERAL DATA
Safety factors ≔γM0 1.0 ≔γM1 1.1
Steel type: S355









Rupture strength: ≔fu 510
Elastic moduli: ≔E 210000 ≔ν 0.3 ≔G =――――
E
⋅2 ( +1 ν)
⎛⎝ ⋅8.077 10
10⎞⎠
Stiffeners height: ≔bst 140
Stiffeners thickness: ≔tst 14





Shear max: ≔τEdmax 43.28
Shear min: ≔τEdmin 4.5
Von Mises: ≔σVonMises 90





































≔beff =⋅ρst bst 140 ≔be1 =―――
⋅2 beff
( −5 ψ)








Panel width: ≔a1 2000
Panel height: ≔a2 2000
Panel thickness: ≔tpl 20
Equivalent thickness to be used in the 
model:
≔teq.cant =――――――















Stress ratio: ≔ψp 1









Plate second moment of area: ≔Ip =⋅a2 ――――
tpl
3



















+⋅tpl a2 ⋅⋅nst tst bst
18.176

























Ip ⋅⋅tpl a2 xsl
2











Plate area ≔Ap =⋅a2 tpl ⎛⎝ ⋅4 10
4 ⎞⎠
2
Area of the whole stiffened plate:






















( +ψ 1) ( +1 δ)
24.763
≔σcr.p =⋅kσ.p σE 470.002
































































Sub-panel stress ratio: ≔ψsub.p 1






278.714 ≔bpl.eff =⋅ρsubp bpl 278.714


















Gross area of stiff. + adjacent parts:
≔Asl.1 =+⋅bst tst ⋅⎛⎝ ++b1.inf b2.sup tst⎞⎠ tpl ⎛⎝ ⋅7.814 10
3 ⎞⎠
2
Effective area of stiff. + adjacent parts: ≔Asl.1.eff =+AL.eff.stiff ⋅⎛⎝ ++b1.inf.eff b2.sup.eff tst⎞⎠ tpl ⎛⎝ ⋅7.814 10
3 ⎞⎠
2














+⋅tpl bpl ⋅tst bst
129.188
Second moment of area of gross cross 


































839.99 ( ----->  bc = bsl,1)=ψ 1
≔σcr.c σcr.sl











































1 −0.44 < 0     ->   =  0
≔ξ 0
≔ρc =+⋅⋅⎛⎝ −ρp χc⎞⎠ ξ ( −2 ξ) χc 0.714
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Effective reduced area of stiffener + adjacent 
parts of panel:
≔Ai =⋅⎛⎝ ⋅ρc ⎛⎝ +⋅nst AL.eff.stiff ⋅⋅⋅⎛⎝ +nst 1⎞⎠ ρsubp bpl tpl⎞⎠⎞⎠ 1 ⎛⎝ ⋅3.624 10
4 ⎞⎠
2
≔A =+⋅a2 tpl ⋅⋅nst tst bst ⎛⎝ ⋅5.176 10
4 ⎞⎠
2
Area reduction ratio: =―
Ai
A








0.283 < 1       OK (tension)
Gross area: ≔Asl =++⋅⋅30 ε tpl
2
⋅tpl tst ⋅bst tst 0.012
2











Second moment of area:
≔Isl =+++―――――――














































































































⋅⋅⋅tpl 37.4 ε ‾‾kt
0.899
(stiffeners divide plate into three equal sub-panels)
a1
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⋅⋅⋅⋅( +n 1) tpl 37.4 ε ‾‾kt
0.455































































0.656 < 1             OK



















Polar second moment of area: ≔Ip =+Iy Iz ⎛⎝ ⋅1.284 10
−5⎞⎠
4




















0.898 < 1             OK
GENERAL DATA
Safety factors ≔γM0 1.0 ≔γM1 1.1
Steel type: S355









Rupture strength: ≔fu 510
Elastic moduli: ≔E 210000 ≔ν 0.3 ≔G =――――
E
⋅2 ( +1 ν)
⎛⎝ ⋅8.077 10
10⎞⎠
Stiffeners height: ≔bst 160
Stiffeners thickness: ≔tst 20





Shear max: ≔τEdmax 134.4
Shear min: ≔τEdmin 4.43
Von Mises: ≔σVonMises 263.4





































≔beff =⋅ρst bst 160 ≔be1 =―――
⋅2 beff
( −5 ψ)
80 ≔be2 =−beff be1 80




Panel width: ≔a1 2000
Panel height: ≔a2 2000
Panel thickness: ≔tpl 20
a1
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Stress ratio: ≔ψp 1









Plate second moment of area: ≔Ip =⋅a2 ――――
tpl
3



















+⋅tpl a2 ⋅⋅nst tst bst
29.189



































Plate area ≔Ap =⋅a2 tpl ⎛⎝ ⋅4 10
4 ⎞⎠
2
Area of the whole stiffened plate:






















( +ψ 1) ( +1 δ)
41.804
≔σcr.p =⋅kσ.p σE 793.434































































Sub-panel stress ratio: ≔ψsub.p 1






275.714 ≔bpl.eff =⋅ρsubp bpl 275.714

















Gross area of stiff. + adjacent parts:




Effective area of stiff. + adjacent parts: ≔Asl.1.eff =+AL.eff.stiff ⋅⎛⎝ ++b1.inf.eff b2.sup.eff tst⎞⎠ tpl ⎛⎝ ⋅9.114 10
3 ⎞⎠
2














+⋅tpl bpl ⋅tst bst
136.951
Second moment of area of gross cross 



































3 ⎞⎠ ( ----->  bc = bsl,1)=ψ 1
≔σcr.c σcr.sl











































1 −0.404 < 0     ->   =  0
≔ξ 0
≔ρc =+⋅⋅⎛⎝ −ρp χc⎞⎠ ξ ( −2 ξ) χc 0.807
Effective reduced area of stiffener + adjacent 
parts of panel:
≔Ai =⋅⎛⎝ ⋅ρc ⎛⎝ +⋅nst AL.eff.stiff ⋅⋅⋅⎛⎝ +nst 1⎞⎠ ρsubp bpl tpl⎞⎠⎞⎠ 1 ⎛⎝ ⋅4.667 10
4 ⎞⎠
2
≔A =+⋅a2 tpl ⋅⋅nst tst bst ⎛⎝ ⋅5.92 10
4 ⎞⎠
2
Area reduction ratio: =―
Ai
A









0.563 < 1       OK (tension)
Gross area: ≔Asl =++⋅⋅30 ε tpl
2
⋅tpl tst ⋅bst tst 0.013
2











Second moment of area:
≔Isl =+++―――――――














































































































⋅⋅⋅tpl 37.4 ε ‾‾kt
0.869
(stiffeners divide plate into three equal sub-panels)
























































⋅⋅⋅⋅( +n 1) tpl 37.4 ε ‾‾kt
0.455































































1.213 < 1             OK



















Polar second moment of area: ≔Ip =+Iy Iz ⎛⎝ ⋅2.741 10
−5⎞⎠
4



















0.576 < 1             OK
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C.    Equivalent cross-section


















Global effective section center of gravity coordinates
≔yG =――――――――――――――
⎛⎝ ++⋅ATD yG.TD ⋅⋅2 ALD yG.LD ⋅ABD yG.BD⎞⎠
++ATD ⋅2 ALD ABD
292.203
Box top panel second moment of area with respect to global effective section's G
≔I1 =+ITD ⋅ATD ⎛⎝ −yG.TD yG⎞⎠
2 ⎛⎝ ⋅1.481 10
9 ⎞⎠
4
Box lateral panels second moment of area with respect to global effective section's G
≔I2 =⋅2
⎛
⎝ +ILD ⋅ALD ⎛⎝ −yG.LD yG⎞⎠
2 ⎞
⎠ ⎛⎝ ⋅8.08 10
8 ⎞⎠
4
Box bottom panel second moment of area with respect to global effective section's G
≔I3 =+IBD ⋅ABD ⎛⎝ −yG.BD yG⎞⎠
2 ⎛⎝ ⋅2.291 10
9 ⎞⎠
4






























++⋅beqTD teqTD ⋅⋅2 beqLD teqLD ⋅beqBD teqBD
241.281
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≔Ixeq =+⋅Ix'eq (cos (θ))
2
⋅Iy'eq (sin (θ))




























































=teqTD 25.19 =teqLD 22.869 =teqBD 27.219 =teq.cant 25.88














24.833 --------> ≔t' =
‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾3






D.    Diaphragm verification
CROSS-SECTION PROPERTIES
Total depth: ≔h 130
Flange width: ≔bf 100
Flange thickness: ≔tf 20
Web thickness: ≔tw 20
Web depth: ≔hw =−h ⋅2 tf 90
Cross-sectional area: ≔A =+⋅⋅2 bf tf ⋅hw tw 0.006
2










































































3 ⎞⎠ ⎛⎝ ⋅7.733 10
−7⎞⎠
4
Warping constant: ≔Iw =――――――








Maximum length: ≔l 2000
Imperfection factor: ≔αy 0.34 ≔αz 0.49
Unrestrained length coefficient: ≔βy 1 ≔βz 1
Unrestrained lenghts: ≔lcr.y =⋅βy l 2000 ≔lcr.z =⋅βz l 2000



















































































0.802 <  1         OK
Buckling verification
Plane buckling - Y axis













≔ϕy =⋅0.5 ⎛⎝ ++1 ⋅αy ⎛⎝ −λy 0.2⎞⎠ λy
2 ⎞⎠ 0.706































0.079 <  1         OK
Plane buckling- Z axis













≔ϕz =⋅0.5 ⎛⎝ ++1 ⋅αz ⎛⎝ −λz 0.2⎞⎠ λz
2 ⎞⎠ 1.302































0.139 <  1         OK
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≔ϕT =⋅0.5 ⎛⎝ ++1 ⋅αy ⎛⎝ −λT 0.2⎞⎠ λT
2 ⎞⎠ 0.706































0.079 <  1         OK




















































≔ϕT =⋅0.5 ⎛⎝ ++1 ⋅αz ⎛⎝ −λT 0.2⎞⎠ λT
2 ⎞⎠ 1.302































0.139 <  1         OK
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E.   Cantilever plate verification
Plate 1
GENERAL DATA
Web thickness: ≔tw 25
Design UDL on the cantilever: ≔q 28.96――
















≔V (x) ⎛⎝ +−55.72 ⋅28.96 x⎞⎠
FLEXURE RESISTANCE VERIFICATION
Moment values Beam depths Section moduli


















































































































0.408 <  1         OK
SHEAR RESISTANCE VERIFICATION
Shear values
≔V1 =V (0.15832) −51.135
≔V2 =V (0.43832) −43.026
≔V3 =V (0.71832) −34.917
≔V4 =V (0.99832) −26.809
≔V5 =V (1.278) −18.709









































































0.021 <  1         OK
FLEXURAL-TORSIONAL BUCKLING VERIFICATION
A FEM analysis has been conducted to assess the flexural-torsional buckling resistance of the cantilever beams. 
(Load factor = 7.382)
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Verification: ≔η =⋅σVonMises ――
γM0
fy
0.865 < 1       OK
Plate 2
GENERAL DATA
Web thickness: ≔tw 25
Design UDL on the cantilever: ≔q 28.96――
















≔V (x) ⎛⎝ +−55.72 ⋅28.96 x⎞⎠
FLEXURE RESISTANCE VERIFICATION
Moment values Beam depths Section moduli


















































































































0.408 <  1         OK
SHEAR RESISTANCE VERIFICATION
Shear values
≔V1 =V (0.15832) −51.135
≔V2 =V (0.43832) −43.026
≔V3 =V (0.71832) −34.917
≔V4 =V (0.99832) −26.809
≔V5 =V (1.278) −18.709









































































0.021 <  1         OK
FLEXURAL-TORSIONAL BUCKLING VERIFICATION
A FEM analysis has been conducted to assess the flexural-torsional buckling resistance of the cantilever beams. 
(Load factor = 7.382)
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Verification: ≔η =⋅σVonMises ――
γM0
fy
0.865 < 1       OK
F.  Mast verification   
GENERAL DATA
Safety factors: ≔γM0 1.0 ≔γM1 1.1
Steel type:                                            S355






Rupture strength: ≔fu 510
Elastic moduli: ≔E 210000 ≔ν 0.3 ≔G =――――
E









Top diameter: ≔dT 600
Mid-height diameter: ≔dM 600
Bottom diameter: ≔dB =dT 600




















































Wall thickness: ≔t 40
























⎛⎝ −de (x) 2 t⎞⎠
2 ⎞
⎠


























0.035 < 1                OK
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Imperfection factor for relevant buckling curve (a): ≔α 0.21
Minimum amplifier of the design load to reach elastic critical resistance:
≔αcr.op 3.17






≔Φ ⋅0.5 ⎛⎝ ++1 ⋅α ⎛⎝ −λop 0.2⎞⎠ λop
2 ⎞⎠











1.429 > 1                OK





















0.289 < 1                OK
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(uniform circular cross section, CHS 600x40mm)
Being on the safe side, we should set a Load factor limit up to 800 so that the corresponding displacement would be less than 20mm. Even by doing so we get an elastic 
critical buckling load of:
≔LF 800 ≔UnitLoad 10 ≔Pcr =⋅LF UnitLoad ⎛⎝ ⋅8 10
3 ⎞⎠




0.373 < 1                OK
(uniform circular cross section, CHS 600x40mm)
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Being on the safe side, we should set a Load factor limit up to 75 so that the corresponding displacement would be less than 20mm. Even by doing so we get an 
elastic critical buckling load of:
≔LF 75 ≔UnitLoad 100 ≔Pcr =⋅LF UnitLoad ⎛⎝ ⋅7.5 10
3 ⎞⎠




0.398 < 1                OK
G1. Deck-to-stay cable connection plate verification
GENERAL DATA
Safety factors: ≔γM0 1.0 ≔γM1 1.1 ≔γM2 1.25 ≔γM6.ser 1.0
Steel type:                                            S355






≔fy.red 335 (40mm < t < 80mm)
Rupture strength: ≔fu 510
Elastic moduli: ≔E 210000 ≔ν 0.3 ≔G =――――
E
⋅2 ( +1 ν)
80769
Pin steel type: 39NiCrMo3
Pin yielding strength: ≔fyp 635





Pin diameter: ≔d 155
Hole diameter: ≔d0 =+d 3 158
Plate thickness: ≔t 50
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≔a 144 ≔c 144 =t 50
Socket width (Bridon catalogue): ≔L3 348
Fork thickness: ≔tf 70



























ULS bearing resistance of the plate 




3 ⎞⎠ > =FEd ⎛⎝ ⋅1.265 10
3 ⎞⎠ OK
ULS bearing resistance of the forks 




4 ⎞⎠ > =FEd ⎛⎝ ⋅1.265 10
3 ⎞⎠ OK
















0.23 < 1 OK






















0.06 < 1 OK





,⋅⋅⋅0.6 t d ―――
fy.red
γM6.ser












































FEM analysis to assess local behaviour of the connection
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ULS local peak stress verification












Von-Mises stress: ≔σVM 167.85
Note: no local buckling is experienced
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G2. Mast-stay cable joint verification
GENERAL DATA
Safety factors: ≔γM0 1.0 ≔γM1 1.1 ≔γM2 1.25 ≔γM6.ser 1.0
Steel type:                                            S355
Elastic moduli: ≔E 210000 ≔ν 0.3 ≔G =――――
E
⋅2 ( +1 ν)
80769
Solid piece steel: 39NiCrMo3
Yielding strength: ≔fy 635
Rupture strength: ≔fu 830
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ULS local peak stress verification


















Cable-to-deck connection socket geometric data (refer to Strand diameter = 85mm)
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Cable-to-mast connection socket geometric data (refer to Strand diameter = 85mm)
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Cable maximum tensile stress verification
≔FRd 4376 > =FEd ⎛⎝ ⋅1.265 10
3 ⎞⎠ OK
I - MAST FOUNDATION
SOIL GENERAL DATA:
Soil type: SAND
Friction angle: ≔ϕ °38
Over-consolidation ratio: ≔OCR 3




≔γ' =−γ γw 10 ――
3
Elastic modulii: ≔E 55500 ――
2
≔ν 0.2 ≔G =――――
E
⋅2 ( +1 ν)
23.125




Nspt : ≔Nspt 30 (constant with depth)
All the parameters related to the soil strength are amplified according to the values in EN 1997-1 (Approach 2 (A1+M1+R3)).
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GENERAL DATA:
Concrete class: ≔fck 30 (C30/37)
Specific weight: ≔γconc 25 ――
3
Thickness: ≔H 1.5
Embedment depth: ≔Hb +H 0.5
Dimensions: ≔Bx 3 ≔By 3 ≔A =⋅Bx By 9
2
Volume: ≔Vcap =⋅A H 13.5
3




Projected length: ≔Lv ⋅L cos ⎛⎝ipile⎞⎠
Diameter: ≔D 40
Number of piles: ≔n 4
Rebars: ≔ns 10 ≔d 3.2











Elastic modulii: ≔Ec 30000 ≔Es 210000 ≔Eeq ―――――
+⋅Ec Ac ⋅Es As
Atot
Distance b/w piles: ≔s 1.5











≔x1 26.08 ≔y1 11.49 ≔z1 −6.127
Initial position of top node: ≔x2 17.68 ≔y2 17.55 ≔z2 15.09
Maximum displacements: ≔ux1 14.58 ≔ux2 −16.27
≔uy1 31.48 ≔uy2 −27.70
Final coordinates of top node: ≔x2' +x2 ux1 ≔y2' +y2 uy1 ≔z2' z2
≔x2'' +x2 ux1 ≔y2'' +y2 uy2 ≔z2'' z2
≔x2''' +x2 ux2 ≔y2''' +y2 uy1 ≔z2''' z2
≔x2'''' +x2 ux2 ≔y2'''' +y2 uy2 ≔z2'''' z2












































Maximum mast final angles about x-axis in 
the horizontal plane:
≔β1 =max ( ,,,β' β'' β''' β'''') 0.658 =⋅β1 ――
180
37.679 deg
















Maximum rotation of mast in the horizontal 
plane:































































Maximum mast final angles in the vertical 
plane:























Resultant reaction (same angles as mast): ≔R 4352
≔RH =⋅R cos ⎛⎝γmast⎞⎠ ⎛⎝ ⋅1.956 10
3 ⎞⎠
Components: ≔Px =⋅RH sin (β) 63.88
≔Py =⋅RH cos (β) ⎛⎝ ⋅1.955 10
3 ⎞⎠
≔Pz =⋅R sin ⎛⎝γmast⎞⎠ ⎛⎝ ⋅3.888 10
3 ⎞⎠
Moments acting at the embedment depth due to the load horizontal 
components:
≔Mx =⋅Py H ⎛⎝ ⋅2.932 10
3 ⎞⎠ ⋅
≔My =⋅Px H 95.82 ⋅
Total vertical load at the embedment depth: ≔Qtot =+Pz ⋅1.35 Wcap ⎛⎝ ⋅4.343 10
3 ⎞⎠




L ⎛⎝ ⋅4.469 10
3 ⎞⎠











Design cap dimensions: ≔Bx' =−Bx ⋅2 ex 2.956
≔By' =−By ⋅2 ey 1.65
Mixed foundation (pile cap + piles) ULS resistance verification
Pile cap verification
≔γ' =−γ γw 10 ――
3





≔Nγ =⋅⋅2 ⎛⎝ +Nq 1⎞⎠ tan (ϕ) 78.024








Depth factors: ≔dq =+1 ⋅⋅⋅2 ――
Hb
Bx'
tan (ϕ) ( −1 sin (ϕ))
2
1.156 ≔dγ 1






























Stress at the embedment depth: ≔q =⋅γ' Hb 0.02
Bearing capacity: ≔qlim =+⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅―
1
2
γ Bx' Nγ sγ dγ iγ ⋅⋅⋅⋅q Nq sq dq iq 1.364


















3 ⎞⎠ < =Qd ⎛⎝ ⋅4.469 10
3 ⎞⎠ NOT OK: 
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Pile cap + piles verification (global behaviour)
Lateral capacity of a single pile










tan (ϕ) CM CK 0.036
≔Qlat =⋅⋅⋅fs D L 456.161









⋅⋅2 ( +1 ν) ⎛⎝ ⋅⋅γ' ⎛⎝ +Hb L⎞⎠ tan (ϕ)⎞⎠
246.655
≔Nσ 200 (safe-sided value obtained from Table)















Mixed foundation bearing capacity verification
≔Qkr =+Qkr.cap ――――――
⋅n ⎛⎝ +Qklat.v QkE.v⎞⎠
γM
⎛⎝ ⋅5.176 10
3 ⎞⎠ > =Qd ⎛⎝ ⋅4.469 10
3 ⎞⎠ OK
Mixed foundation lateral bearing capacity verification
Pile plastic moment: ≔Mpl ⋅748































































Contribution from lateral capacity:





Contribution from end bearing capacity:





Reduction factor (group effect):
≔η 0.7




Total lateral capacity: ≔Qhtot =+⋅⋅n η ⎛⎝ ++Qklat.h QkE.h Hrk⎞⎠ Qcap.h ⎛⎝ ⋅2.598 10
3 ⎞⎠
Verification
=Qhtot ⎛⎝ ⋅2.598 10
3 ⎞⎠ > =Htot ⎛⎝ ⋅1.956 10
3 ⎞⎠ OK
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PILE CAP SETTLEMENT (Burland and Burbridge method)






























Nominal design life: ≔t 100



















Pre-consolidation stress: ≔σ'v0 ⋅γ' Hb ≔σ'p ⋅OCR σ'v0
≔σa min ⎛⎝ ,σ'p qtot⎞⎠
≔σb max ⎛⎝ ,0 −qtot σa⎞⎠
Settlement















MIXED FOUNDATION STIFFNESS (Fleming et al.)


























24.148 --------> ≔astandard 0.53
Spacing ratio factor: =―
s
D
3.75 ---> ≔asd 0.95
Poisson's ratio factor: =ν 0.2 ---> ≔aν 1.03










3.254 ---> ≔aEP 1.03
Global correction factor:
≔a =⋅⋅⋅⋅astandard asd ap aν aEP 0.561
MIXED FOUNDATION SETTLEMENT (Poulos and Davis)
Piles group stiffness: ≔Kpiles =⋅KS n
−1 a ⎛⎝ ⋅3.285 10
5 ⎞⎠ ――




















MIXED FOUNDATION LATERAL SETTLEMENT (Randolph)

















































Horizontal settlement ≔yg =⋅y Ru 9.904
Mast base circular column
GENERAL DATA:
Concrete class: ≔fck 30 (C30/37)
Partial safety factors: ≔γc 1.5 ≔αcc 0.85




Reinforcement steel type: B450C
Steel yielding strength: ≔fyd 391.3
Specific weight: ≔γconc 25 ――
3
Maximum aggregate dimension: ≔dg 32
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Column inclined height: ≔hc 166
Column diameter: ≔dc 120
Steel cover: ≔c 6
ULS resistance verification

















Final vertical angle(maximize 
horizontal components):
=γmast 1.105 =⋅γmast ――
180
63.291 deg






















Axial load: ≔N =R ⎛⎝ ⋅4.352 10
3 ⎞⎠
Moment about x axis: ≔Mx =⋅V hc 85.18 ⋅



































0.004 < ≔ρmax 0.04 OK
Axial force and biaxial bending verification OK
Longitudinal reinforcement diameter: ≔dsl 2.5
Shear verification ( )
Efficiency factor for circular section: ≔λ1 0.85


































Stirrup diameter: ≔ds 1.4 (>1/4 longitudinal rebar diam.)




Shear reinforcement yielding strength: ≔fywd 391.3
Equivalent rectangular section (Clarke & 
Birjandi)
≔h 1119 ≔b 1011 (Bartolomeo Ravera.it)
⎛ ⎞
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Stirrup maximum spacing: ≔smax =min ⎛⎝ ,,⋅12 dsl 300 b⎞⎠ 30
Stirrup spacing: ≔s 20
Truss angle: ≔cot (θ) 1












≔VRd.s =⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅λ1 λ2 ――
Asw
s






Shear verification ( )
≔TEd 605
Number of ties involved in the confinement effect
at base of cylinder (6 ties at 10cm o.c.):
≔nt 6
≔TRd =⋅⋅fyd Asw nt 722.831 > TEd OK
Note: design of transverse reinforcement is controlled by shear at the top of the cylinder while at its base tension due to confinement effect controls.
Piles 
FEM analysis results
Height of pile cap: ≔H 150
Pile diameter: ≔D 40
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Steel cover: ≔c 6






Horizontal stiffness: ≔Kh =――――――――
RH



































Axial force and biaxial bending verification OK
Longitudinal reinforcement diameter: ≔dsl 2.5
Shear verification (EC2 + Orr, Darby, Ibell paper)
Efficiency factor for circular section: ≔λ1 0.85



































Stirrup diameter: ≔ds 1.4




Shear reinforcement yielding strength: ≔fywd 391.3
Equivalent rectangular section (Clarke & 
Birjandi)
≔h 374 ≔b 336 (Bartolomeo Ravera.it)
Stirrup maximum spacing: ≔smax =min ⎛⎝ ,,⋅12 dsl 300 b⎞⎠ 30
Stirrup spacing: ≔s p
Truss angle: ≔cot (θ) 1












≔VRd.s =⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅λ1 λ2 ――
Asw
s




Location of compression and tension resultants 
:
Centers of gravity of compression zone (bending about the X and Y axis respectively):




































































Centers of gravity of tension zone (bending about the X and Y axis respectively):
≔yG.Xt =⋅⋅2 As ――――――――――
( ++16.7 43.7 54 )
⋅5 As
45.76
≔yG.Yt =⋅⋅2 As ――――――――
( +31.74 51.36 )
⋅6 As
27.7
X-Z Plane1 S&T model





⎛⎝ −2.81 sin ⎛⎝ °161 ⎞⎠⎞⎠ 0.447
2
Compression resultant: ≔Fc =⋅A fcd ⎛⎝ ⋅7.602 10
3 ⎞⎠
Axial load: ≔N 4352




Axial loads on strut and tie elements:






---> 10ϕ26 ≔ϕ 2.6
Minimum distance b/w rebars: =max ⎛⎝ ,,ϕ 20 +dg 5 ⎞⎠ 3.7 --> 4 cm






---> 12ϕ24 ≔ϕ 2.4
Minimum distance b/w rebars: =max ⎛⎝ ,,ϕ 20 +dg 5 ⎞⎠ 3.7 --> 5 cm
Y-Z Plane2 S&T model





⎛⎝ −2.79 sin ⎛⎝ °160 ⎞⎠⎞⎠ 0.441
2
Compression resultant: ≔Fc =⋅A fcd ⎛⎝ ⋅7.491 10
3 ⎞⎠
Axial load: ≔N 4352
Tension resultant: ≔Fs =−Fc N ⎛⎝ ⋅3.139 10
3 ⎞⎠
Results
Axial loads on strut and tie elements:
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---> 3ϕ18 ≔ϕ 1.8
Minimum distance b/w rebars: =max ⎛⎝ ,,ϕ 20 +dg 5 ⎞⎠ 3.7 --> 5 cm






---> 5ϕ20 ≔ϕ 2
Minimum distance b/w rebars: =max ⎛⎝ ,,ϕ 20 +dg 5 ⎞⎠ 3.7 --> 5 cm






---> 19ϕ28 ≔ϕ 2.8
Minimum distance b/w rebars: =max ⎛⎝ ,,ϕ 20 +dg 5 ⎞⎠ 3.7 --> 6 cm






---> 6ϕ26 ≔ϕ 2.6
Minimum distance b/w rebars: =max ⎛⎝ ,,ϕ 20 +dg 5 ⎞⎠ 3.7 --> 5 cm
X-Z Plane5 S&T model








Minimum distance b/w rebars: =max ⎛⎝ ,,ϕ 20 +dg 5 ⎞⎠ 3.7 --> Pile rebars distance







X-Z Plane6 S&T model
≔NFE |−5012 |
TU Reinforcement design: ≔NTU =――――
NFE








---> 8ϕ25 ≔ϕ 2.5
Minimum distance b/w rebars: =max ⎛⎝ ,,ϕ 20 +dg 5 ⎞⎠ 3.7 --> 8 cm
Y-Z Plane3 S&T model
≔NCD |−7043 |
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OP Reinforcement design: ≔NOP =――――
NCD








---> 8ϕ30 ≔ϕ 3
Minimum distance b/w rebars: =max ⎛⎝ ,,ϕ 20 +dg 5 ⎞⎠ 3.7 --> 8 cm
Y-Z Plane4 S&T model










---> 8ϕ30 ≔ϕ 3
Minimum distance b/w rebars: =max ⎛⎝ ,,ϕ 20 +dg 5 ⎞⎠ 3.7 --> 8 cm
NK Reinforcement design: ≔NNK =⋅――――
NAB
⋅2 cos ⎛⎝ °26 ⎞⎠






---> 7ϕ22 ≔ϕ 2.2
Minimum distance b/w rebars: =max ⎛⎝ ,,ϕ 20 +dg 5 ⎞⎠ 3.7 --> 8 cm






L - ABUTMENT 
SOIL GENERAL DATA:
Soil type: SAND
Friction angle: ≔ϕ °38
Over-consolidation ratio: ≔OCR 3




≔γ' =−γ γw 10 ――
3
Elastic modulii: ≔E 55500 ――
2
≔ν 0.2 ≔G =――――
E
⋅2 ( +1 ν)
23.125




Nspt : ≔Nspt 30 (constant with depth)
All the parameters related to the soil strength are amplified according to the values in EN 1997-1 (Approach 2 (A1+M1+R3)).
GENERAL DATA:
Concrete class: ≔fck 30 (C30/37)
Specific weight: ≔γconc 25 ――
3
Thickness: ≔H 1
Embedment depth: ≔Hb H
Dimensions: ≔Bx 2.88 ≔By 6.4 ≔A =⋅Bx By 18.432
2
Volume: ≔Vcap =⋅A H 18.432
3




Projected length: ≔Lv ⋅L cos ⎛⎝ipile⎞⎠
Diameter: ≔D 60
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Number of piles: ≔n 6
Rebars: ≔ns 10 ≔d 2.4











Elastic modulii: ≔Ec 30000 ≔Es 210000 ≔Eeq ―――――
+⋅Ec Ac ⋅Es As
Atot
Distance b/w piles: ≔sx 1.28 ≔sy ――
3.2
2


















Total vertical load at the embedment depth: ≔Qtot =+Pz.compr ⋅1.35 Wcap ⎛⎝ ⋅1.983 10
3 ⎞⎠




L ⎛⎝ ⋅2.662 10
3 ⎞⎠
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Design cap dimensions: ≔Bx' =−Bx ⋅2 ex 0.764
≔By' =−By ⋅2 ey 1.053
Mixed foundation (pile cap + piles) ULS resistance verification
Pile cap verification
≔γ' =−γ γw 10 ――
3





≔Nγ =⋅⋅2 ⎛⎝ +Nq 1⎞⎠ tan (ϕ) 78.024








Depth factors: ≔dq =+1 ⋅⋅⋅2 ――
Hb
Bx'
tan (ϕ) ( −1 sin (ϕ))
2
1.302 ≔dγ 1






























Stress at the embedment depth: ≔q =⋅γ' Hb 0.01
Bearing capacity: ≔qlim =+⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅―
1
2
γ Bx' Nγ sγ dγ iγ ⋅⋅⋅⋅q Nq sq dq iq 0.317
≔Anet =⋅Bx' By' 0.804
2









69.355 < =Qd ⎛⎝ ⋅2.662 10
3 ⎞⎠ NOT OK: 
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Pile cap + piles verification (global behaviour)
Lateral capacity of a single pile










tan (ϕ) CM CK 0.048
≔Qlat =⋅⋅⋅fs D L ⎛⎝ ⋅1.443 10
3 ⎞⎠










⋅⋅2 ( +1 ν) ⎛⎝ ⋅⋅γ' ⎛⎝ +Hb L⎞⎠ tan (ϕ)⎞⎠
174.11
≔Nσ 200 (safe-sided value obtained from Table)















Mixed foundation bearing capacity verification
≔Qkr =+Qkr.cap ――――――
⋅n ⎛⎝ +Qklat.v QkE.v⎞⎠
γM
⎛⎝ ⋅1.81 10
4 ⎞⎠ > =Qd ⎛⎝ ⋅2.662 10
3 ⎞⎠ OK
Mixed foundation lateral bearing capacity verification
Pile plastic moment: ≔Mpl ⋅588










































3 ⎛⎝ ⋅3.265 10
3 ⎞⎠



















Contribution from lateral capacity:





Contribution from end bearing capacity:





Reduction factor (group effect):
≔η 0.7




Total lateral capacity: ≔Qhtot =+⋅⋅n η ⎛⎝ ++Qklat.h QkE.h Hrk⎞⎠ Qcap.h ⎛⎝ ⋅1.302 10
3 ⎞⎠
Verification
=Qhtot ⎛⎝ ⋅1.302 10
3 ⎞⎠ > =Htot ⎛⎝ ⋅1.121 10
3 ⎞⎠ OK



















PILE CAP SETTLEMENT (Burland and Burbridge method)






























Nominal design life: ≔t 100



















Pre-consolidation stress: ≔σ'v0 ⋅γ' Hb ≔σ'p ⋅OCR σ'v0
≔σa min ⎛⎝ ,σ'p qtot⎞⎠
≔σb max ⎛⎝ ,0 −qtot σa⎞⎠
Settlement
















MIXED FOUNDATION STIFFNESS (Fleming et al.)

























26.667 --------> ≔astandard 0.53
Spacing ratio factor: =―
s
D
0.167 ---> ≔asd 0.95
Poisson's ratio factor: =ν 0.2 ---> ≔aν 1.03










3.153 ---> ≔aEP 1.03
Global correction factor:
≔a =⋅⋅⋅⋅astandard asd ap aν aEP 0.561
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MIXED FOUNDATION SETTLEMENT (Poulos and Davis)
Piles group stiffness: ≔Kpiles =⋅KS n
−1 a ⎛⎝ ⋅6.501 10
5 ⎞⎠ ――



















MIXED FOUNDATION LATERAL SETTLEMENT (Randolph)





















































Height of pile cap: ≔H 100
Pile diameter: ≔D 60
Steel cover: ≔c 6






Horizontal stiffness: ≔Kh =――――――――
Htot






















ULS Loads on pile





Axial force and biaxial bending verification OK
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Longitudinal reinforcement diameter: ≔dsl 2.2
Shear verification (EC2 + Orr, Darby, Ibell paper)
Efficiency factor for circular section: ≔λ1 0.85


































Stirrup diameter: ≔ds 1.4




Shear reinforcement yielding strength: ≔fywd 391.3
Equivalent rectangular section (Clarke & 
Birjandi)
≔h 374 ≔b 336 (Bartolomeo 
Ravera.it)
Stirrup maximum spacing: ≔smax =min ⎛⎝ ,,⋅12 dsl 300 b⎞⎠ 26.4
Stirrup spacing: ≔s p
Truss angle: 10 ≔cot (θ) 1












≔VRd.s =⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅λ1 λ2 ――
Asw
s
z fywd 1 451.506 > =V 189 (GSA model) OK
Pile cap 
S&T plane 1-1 model
Partial safety factors: ≔γc 1.5 ≔αcc 0.85




Reinforcement steel type: B450C
Steel yielding strength: ≔fyd 391.3
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Bottom chord reinforcement design:
≔T1 96






---> 4ϕ12 ≔ϕ 1.2
Minimum distance b/w rebars: =max ⎛⎝ ,,ϕ 20 +dg 5 ⎞⎠ 3.7 --> 4 cm






---> 4ϕ12 ≔ϕ 1.2
Minimum distance b/w rebars: =max ⎛⎝ ,,ϕ 20 +dg 5 ⎞⎠ 3.7 --> 4 cm
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---> Use general reinf.
Minimum distance b/w rebars: =max ⎛⎝ ,,ϕ 20 +dg 5 ⎞⎠ 3.7 --> 4 cm






---> Use general reinf.
Minimum distance b/w rebars: =max ⎛⎝ ,,ϕ 20 +dg 5 ⎞⎠ 3.7 --> 4 cm
S&T plane 2-2 model
Bottom chord reinforcement design:
≔T1 79






---> 4ϕ12 ≔ϕ 1.2
Minimum distance b/w rebars: =max ⎛⎝ ,,ϕ 20 +dg 5 ⎞⎠ 3.7 --> 4 cm
Vertical chord (1) reinforcement design: ≔T2 110
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---> 4ϕ12 ≔ϕ 1.2
Minimum distance b/w rebars: =max ⎛⎝ ,,ϕ 20 +dg 5 ⎞⎠ 3.7 --> 4 cm
Vertical chord (3) reinforcement design: ≔T3 14






---> Use general reinf.
Minimum distance b/w rebars: =max ⎛⎝ ,,ϕ 20 +dg 5 ⎞⎠ 3.7 --> 4 cm
Top chord reinforcement design: ≔T4 6






---> Use general reinf.
S&T plane 3-3 model
Bottom chord reinforcement design: ≔T1 15






---> Use general reinf.
Minimum distance b/w rebars: =max ⎛⎝ ,,ϕ 20 +dg 5 ⎞⎠ 3.7 --> 4 cm
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Vertical chord (1) reinforcement design: ≔T2 104






---> 4ϕ12 ≔ϕ 1.2
Minimum distance b/w rebars: =max ⎛⎝ ,,ϕ 20 +dg 5 ⎞⎠ 3.7 --> 4 cm
Vertical chord (3) reinforcement design: ≔T3 42






---> 4ϕ12 ≔ϕ 1.2
Minimum distance b/w rebars: =max ⎛⎝ ,,ϕ 20 +dg 5 ⎞⎠ 3.7 --> 4 cm
Top chord reinforcement design: ≔T4 16






---> Use general reinf.
Cantilever beam model (1-m strip beam fixed at the pile cap-abutment stem intersection)
≔d =−1 0.06 0.94






-----> 4 at 25cm o.cϕ20
Stem 
Cantilever beam model (1-m strip beam fixed at the pile cap-abutment stem intersection)
≔d =−1.08 0.06 1.02







-----> 5 at 20cm o.c.ϕ24
Multi-directional bearing support
Design axial compression from ULS combination: ≔NEd 1361
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-----> 5 at 20cm o.c.ϕ16
Multi-directional bearing support








1m-strip cantilever beam (back of end-diaphragm)
Design load from ULS 
combination:
≔NEd 12







-----> at 30cm o.c.ϕ18
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Loads definition
Gr1: UDL + Fh
Gr2: Qsv + Fh
≔qfk 5 ――
2
≔Qsv1 80 ≔Qsv2 40
≔Asur 386.5146
2
≔Qflk =max ⎛⎝ ,⋅⋅0.1 qfk Asur ⋅0.6 ⎛⎝ +⋅2 Qsv1 ⋅2 Qsv2⎞⎠⎞⎠ 193.257
Structure parameters































1.309 > 1  bridge is very susceptible to aerodynamic excitation according to BD 49-
Part 3, 2.1 (c), thus its stability shall be verified by means of specific studies, 
or through wind tunnel tests on scale models.
Wind force on the deck
≔dtot =+d 0.3 0.8 =――
b
dtot
5 ≔Aref.x =⋅L dtot 88
2
≔z 4




















≔vb =⋅⋅vb.0 cdir cseason 27 ― ≔vm =⋅⋅cr c0 vb 22.48 ―































Cx Aref.x 144.342 Wind force along x







Cz Aref.z 324.866 Wind force along z (+/-)
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≔FW.y =⋅0.25 FW.x 36.086 Wind force along y
Annex 2 3
Wind force on other structural elements

















































70 ----> ≔λ 70
≔ϕ 1
≔ψλ 0.925
≔cf =⋅cf.0 ψλ 1.11
2
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≔Aref =⋅⋅diam Lm 56.549
2





















































70 ----> ≔λ 70
≔ϕ 1
≔ψλ 0.925
≔cf =⋅cf.0 ψλ 1.11
2
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≔Aref =⋅⋅diam Lc 8.482
2




≔μ 0.8 ≔Ce 1 ≔Ct 1 ≔sk 1.15――
2
≔s =⋅⋅⋅μ Ce Ct sk 0.92――
2
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A. Deck geometry optimization
Girder radius = 25 m
≔Mθ →++⋅MC cos (θ) ⋅TC sin (θ) ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r sin ( −θ ϕ) ϕ −+⋅MC cos (θ) ⋅TC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t ⎛⎝ −cos ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠ 1⎞⎠
≔Tθ →++⋅−MC sin (θ) ⋅TC cos (θ) ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ











+⋅⋅m Mθ sin (θ) ⋅Tθ cos (θ) θ
≔E 210000 ≔ν 0.3 ≔G =―――
E
2 ( +1 ν)

















































































































































⋅m ⎛⎝ −+−⋅2 θ1 ⋅2 θ0 sin ⎛⎝ ⋅2 θ0⎞⎠ sin ⎛⎝ ⋅2 θ1⎞⎠⎞⎠
4










⋅m ⎛⎝ −+−cos ⎛⎝ −θ0 ⋅2 θ1⎞⎠ cos ⎛⎝θ0⎞⎠ ⋅⋅2 θ0 sin ⎛⎝θ0⎞⎠ ⋅⋅2 θ1 sin ⎛⎝θ0⎞⎠⎞⎠
4
⋅m ⎛⎝ −cos ⎛⎝θ0⎞⎠ cos ⎛⎝θ1⎞⎠⎞⎠ ⋅sin ⎛⎝θ0⎞⎠ ⎛⎝ −sin ⎛⎝θ0⎞⎠ sin ⎛⎝θ1⎞⎠⎞⎠ 2.262


















≔MC 1 ≔TC 1
＝++⋅MC C1 ⋅TC C2 ⋅⋅10 25 C3 0








≔MC 250 ( ⋅ ) ≔TC −168.923 ( ⋅ )
≔Mθ (θ) −+⋅MC cos (θ) ⋅TC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t ⎛⎝ −cos ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠ 1⎞⎠
≔Tθ (θ) +−⋅TC cos (θ) ⋅MC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t sin ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠
=Mθ (0) 250 ⋅ =Tθ (0) −168.923 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °10 ⎞⎠ 220.667 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °10 ⎞⎠ −166.357 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °20 ⎞⎠ 192.225 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °20 ⎞⎠ −158.736 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °30 ⎞⎠ 165.539 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °30 ⎞⎠ −146.292 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °40 ⎞⎠ 141.418 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °40 ⎞⎠ −129.403 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °50 ⎞⎠ 120.597 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °50 ⎞⎠ −108.582 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °60 ⎞⎠ 103.708 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °60 ⎞⎠ −84.462 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °70 ⎞⎠ 91.264 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °70 ⎞⎠ −57.775 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °80 ⎞⎠ 83.643 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °80 ⎞⎠ −29.333 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °90 ⎞⎠ 81.077 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °90 ⎞⎠ 0 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °100 ⎞⎠ 83.643 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °100 ⎞⎠ 29.333 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °110 ⎞⎠ 91.264 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °110 ⎞⎠ 57.775 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °120 ⎞⎠ 103.708 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °120 ⎞⎠ 84.461 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °130 ⎞⎠ 120.597 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °130 ⎞⎠ 108.582 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °140 ⎞⎠ 141.418 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °140 ⎞⎠ 129.403 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °150 ⎞⎠ 165.539 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °150 ⎞⎠ 146.292 ⋅
⎛ ⎞
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=Tθ ⎛⎝ °160 ⎞⎠ 158.736 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °160 ⎞⎠ 192.225 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °170 ⎞⎠ 220.667 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °170 ⎞⎠ 166.357 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °180 ⎞⎠ 250 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °180 ⎞⎠ 168.923 ⋅
Girder radius = 26 m
≔Mθ (θ) ++⋅MC cos (θ) ⋅TC sin (θ) ⌠⌡ d
0
θ
⋅⋅t r sin ( −θ ϕ) ϕ ≔θ0 16 ≔θ1 164
≔Tθ (θ) ++⋅−MC sin (θ) ⋅TC cos (θ) ⌠⌡ d
0
θ










⎛⎝ +⋅⋅m Mθ sin (θ) ⋅Tθ cos (θ)⎞⎠ θ
≔E 210000 ≔ν 0.3 ≔G =―――
E
2 ( +1 ν)



















































































⋅m sin ⎛⎝ −θ0 θ1⎞⎠ −2.123
≔C4 =−―――――――
⎛



















































⋅m ⎛⎝ −cos ⎛⎝ −θ0 θ1⎞⎠ 1⎞⎠ ⋅m ―――――――
⎛






















≔MC 1 ≔TC 1
＝++⋅MC C1 ⋅TC C2 ⋅⋅10 26 C3 0








≔MC 204.092 ( ⋅ ) ≔TC −194.976 ( ⋅ )
≔Mθ (θ) −+⋅MC cos (θ) ⋅TC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t ( −cos (θ) 1)
≔Tθ (θ) +−⋅TC cos (θ) ⋅MC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t sin (θ)
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °0 ⎞⎠ 204.092 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °0 ⎞⎠ −194.976 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°20 θ0⎞⎠ 190.627 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°20 θ0⎞⎠ −190.601 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°30 θ0⎞⎠ 158.584 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°30 θ0⎞⎠ −175.659 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°40 θ0⎞⎠ 129.622 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°40 θ0⎞⎠ −155.38 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°50 θ0⎞⎠ 104.621 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°50 θ0⎞⎠ −130.379 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°60 θ0⎞⎠ 84.341 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°60 θ0⎞⎠ −101.417 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°70 θ0⎞⎠ 69.399 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°70 θ0⎞⎠ −69.373 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°80 θ0⎞⎠ 60.248 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°80 θ0⎞⎠ −35.222 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°90 θ0⎞⎠ 57.167 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°90 θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°100 θ0⎞⎠ 60.248 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°100 θ0⎞⎠ 35.221 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°110 θ0⎞⎠ 69.399 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°110 θ0⎞⎠ 69.373 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°120 θ0⎞⎠ 84.341 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°120 θ0⎞⎠ 101.416 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°130 θ0⎞⎠ 104.62 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°130 θ0⎞⎠ 130.378 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°140 θ0⎞⎠ 129.621 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°140 θ0⎞⎠ 155.379 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°150 θ0⎞⎠ 158.583 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°150 θ0⎞⎠ 175.659 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°160 θ0⎞⎠ 190.627 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°160 θ0⎞⎠ 190.601 ⋅
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
Annex 3 4
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −θ1 θ0⎞⎠ 204.091 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −θ1 θ0⎞⎠ 194.976 ⋅
Girder radius = 27 m ≔r 2700
≔Mθ ++⋅MC cos (θ) ⋅TC sin (θ) ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r sin ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
≔Tθ ++⋅−MC sin (θ) ⋅TC cos (θ) ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ










+⋅⋅m Mθ sin (θ) ⋅Tθ cos (θ) θ
≔E 210000 ≔ν 0.3 ≔G =―――
E
2 ( +1 ν)








( −b ⋅0.53 h) h
3
12.818









































































⋅m sin ⎛⎝ −θ0 θ1⎞⎠ −1.711
≔C4 =−―――――――
⎛













































⋅m ⎛⎝ −cos ⎛⎝ −θ0 θ1⎞⎠ 1⎞⎠ ⋅m ―――――――
⎛






















≔MC 1 ≔TC 1
＝++⋅MC C1 ⋅TC C2 ⋅⋅10 27 C3 0








≔MC 187.614 ( ⋅ ) ≔TC −203.913 ( ⋅ )
≔Mθ (θ) −+⋅MC cos (θ) ⋅TC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t ( −cos (θ) 1)
≔Tθ (θ) +−⋅TC cos (θ) ⋅MC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t sin (θ)
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °0 ⎞⎠ 187.614 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °0 ⎞⎠ −203.913 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°30 θ0⎞⎠ 160.037 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°30 θ0⎞⎠ −190.463 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°40 θ0⎞⎠ 128.634 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°40 θ0⎞⎠ −168.474 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°50 θ0⎞⎠ 101.526 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°50 θ0⎞⎠ −141.367 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°60 θ0⎞⎠ 79.538 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°60 θ0⎞⎠ −109.964 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°70 θ0⎞⎠ 63.336 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°70 θ0⎞⎠ −75.22 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°80 θ0⎞⎠ 53.414 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°80 θ0⎞⎠ −38.19 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°90 θ0⎞⎠ 50.073 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°90 θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°100 θ0⎞⎠ 53.414 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°100 θ0⎞⎠ 38.19 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°110 θ0⎞⎠ 63.336 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°110 θ0⎞⎠ 75.219 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°120 θ0⎞⎠ 79.537 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°120 θ0⎞⎠ 109.963 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°130 θ0⎞⎠ 101.526 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°130 θ0⎞⎠ 141.366 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°140 θ0⎞⎠ 128.633 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°140 θ0⎞⎠ 168.474 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°150 θ0⎞⎠ 160.036 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°150 θ0⎞⎠ 190.462 ⋅
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
Annex 3 6
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −θ1 θ0⎞⎠ 187.614 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −θ1 θ0⎞⎠ 203.913 ⋅
Girder radius = 28 m ≔r 2800
≔Mθ ++⋅MC cos (θ) ⋅TC sin (θ) ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r sin ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
≔Tθ ++⋅−MC sin (θ) ⋅TC cos (θ) ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ










+⋅⋅m Mθ sin (θ) ⋅Tθ cos (θ) θ
≔E 210000 ≔ν 0.3 ≔G =―――
E
2 ( +1 ν)








( −b ⋅0.53 h) h
3
12.818









































































⋅m sin ⎛⎝ −θ0 θ1⎞⎠ −1.397
≔C4 =−―――――――
⎛













































⋅m ⎛⎝ −cos ⎛⎝ −θ0 θ1⎞⎠ 1⎞⎠ ⋅m ―――――――
⎛






















≔MC 1 ≔TC 1
＝++⋅MC C1 ⋅TC C2 ⋅⋅10 28 C3 0








≔MC 173.085 ( ⋅ ) ≔TC −209.833 ( ⋅ )
≔Mθ (θ) −+⋅MC cos (θ) ⋅TC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t ( −cos (θ) 1)
≔Tθ (θ) +−⋅TC cos (θ) ⋅MC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t sin (θ)
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°30 θ0⎞⎠ 162.25 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°30 θ0⎞⎠ −203.95 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°33.5 θ0⎞⎠ 150.018 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°33.5 θ0⎞⎠ −196.381 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°40 θ0⎞⎠ 128.623 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°40 θ0⎞⎠ −180.404 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°50 θ0⎞⎠ 99.596 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°50 θ0⎞⎠ −151.377 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°60 θ0⎞⎠ 76.05 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°60 θ0⎞⎠ −117.751 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°70 θ0⎞⎠ 58.702 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°70 θ0⎞⎠ −80.546 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°80 θ0⎞⎠ 48.077 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°80 θ0⎞⎠ −40.895 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°90 θ0⎞⎠ 44.499 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°90 θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°100 θ0⎞⎠ 48.077 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −100 θ0⎞⎠ −203.077 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°110 θ0⎞⎠ 58.701 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°110 θ0⎞⎠ 80.546 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°120 θ0⎞⎠ 76.05 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°120 θ0⎞⎠ 117.75 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°130 θ0⎞⎠ 99.596 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°130 θ0⎞⎠ 151.377 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°140 θ0⎞⎠ 128.623 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°140 θ0⎞⎠ 180.404 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°150 θ0⎞⎠ 162.249 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°150 θ0⎞⎠ 203.95 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −θ1 θ0⎞⎠ 173.085 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −θ1 θ0⎞⎠ 209.833 ⋅
Annex 3 8
Girder radius = 29 m ≔r 2900
≔Mθ ++⋅MC cos (θ) ⋅TC sin (θ) ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r sin ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
≔Tθ ++⋅−MC sin (θ) ⋅TC cos (θ) ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ










+⋅⋅m Mθ sin (θ) ⋅Tθ cos (θ) θ
≔E 210000 ≔ν 0.3 ≔G =―――
E
2 ( +1 ν)








( −b ⋅0.53 h) h
3
12.818









































































⋅m sin ⎛⎝ −θ0 θ1⎞⎠ −1.196
≔C4 =−―――――――
⎛















































⋅m ⎛⎝ −cos ⎛⎝ −θ0 θ1⎞⎠ 1⎞⎠ ⋅m ―――――――
⎛















≔MC 1 ≔TC 1
Annex 3 9
＝++⋅MC C1 ⋅TC C2 ⋅⋅10 29 C3 0








≔MC 163.649 ( ⋅ ) ≔TC −214.502 ( ⋅ )
≔Mθ (θ) −+⋅MC cos (θ) ⋅TC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t ( −cos (θ) 1)
≔Tθ (θ) +−⋅TC cos (θ) ⋅MC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t sin (θ)
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °0 ⎞⎠ 163.649 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °0 ⎞⎠ −214.502 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°33.5 θ0⎞⎠ 152.596 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°35.5 θ0⎞⎠ −202.674 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°40 θ0⎞⎠ 129.979 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°40 θ0⎞⎠ −190.706 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°50 θ0⎞⎠ 99.294 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°50 θ0⎞⎠ −160.022 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°60 θ0⎞⎠ 74.404 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°60 θ0⎞⎠ −124.475 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°70 θ0⎞⎠ 56.064 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°70 θ0⎞⎠ −85.146 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°80 θ0⎞⎠ 44.833 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°80 θ0⎞⎠ −43.23 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°90 θ0⎞⎠ 41.051 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°90 θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −θ1 θ0⎞⎠ 163.649 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −θ1 θ0⎞⎠ 214.502 ⋅
Girder radius = 30 m ≔r 3000
≔Mθ ++⋅MC cos (θ) ⋅TC sin (θ) ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r sin ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
≔Tθ ++⋅−MC sin (θ) ⋅TC cos (θ) ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ










+⋅⋅m Mθ sin (θ) ⋅Tθ cos (θ) θ
Annex 3 10
≔E 210000 ≔ν 0.3 ≔G =―――
E
2 ( +1 ν)








( −b ⋅0.53 h) h
3
12.818









































































⋅m sin ⎛⎝ −θ0 θ1⎞⎠ −1.037
≔C4 =−―――――――
⎛













































⋅m ⎛⎝ −cos ⎛⎝ −θ0 θ1⎞⎠ 1⎞⎠ ⋅m ―――――――
⎛





















≔MC 1 ≔TC 1
＝++⋅MC C1 ⋅TC C2 ⋅⋅10 30 C3 0








≔MC 155.525 ( ⋅ ) ≔TC −218.278 ( ⋅ )
≔Mθ (θ) −+⋅MC cos (θ) ⋅TC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t ( −cos (θ) 1)
≔Tθ (θ) +−⋅TC cos (θ) ⋅MC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t sin (θ)
⎛ ⎞ ( )
Annex 3 11
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °0 ⎞⎠ 155.525 ⋅ =Tθ (0) −218.278 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°40 θ0⎞⎠ 131.744 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°40 θ0⎞⎠ −200.52 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°50 θ0⎞⎠ 99.48 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°50 θ0⎞⎠ −168.256 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°60 θ0⎞⎠ 73.309 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°60 θ0⎞⎠ −130.88 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°70 θ0⎞⎠ 54.026 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°70 θ0⎞⎠ −89.527 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°80 θ0⎞⎠ 42.217 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°80 θ0⎞⎠ −45.454 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°90 θ0⎞⎠ 38.24 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°90 θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅
Distributed torque: ≔t 10
Girder radius: ≔r 2500
Number of vertical pins: ≔n 4
Pin relative angular distance : ≔β =⋅―――
( −n 1)
1.047
Initial and final angles: ≔θ0 0 ≔θ1
Girder angular length: ≔α =⎛⎝ −θ1 θ0⎞⎠ 3.142























































2 ⎛⎝ +yG d⎞⎠
−18.138 ≔R4 =R1 −18.138
(Reaction>0 if upwards)
≔R2 =−R1 18.138 ≔R3 =R2 18.138
0< < (b/w first and second support)θ β
≔Mθ1 (θ) +⋅⋅−R1 r sin ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r sin ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
≔Tθ1 (θ) +⋅⋅R1 r ⎛⎝ −1 cos ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r cos ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
Annex 3 12
< < (b/w second and mid-span --------> use symmetry)β θ ―
π
2
≔Mθ2 (θ) +−⋅⋅−R1 r sin ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠ ⋅⋅R2 r sin ⎛⎝ −−θ β θ0⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r sin ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
≔Tθ2 (θ) ++⋅⋅R1 r ⎛⎝ −1 cos ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠⎞⎠ ⋅⋅R2 r ⎛⎝ −1 cos ⎛⎝ −−θ β θ0⎞⎠⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r cos ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
=Mθ1 (0) 0 ⋅ =Tθ1 (0) 0 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °10 ⎞⎠ 82.539 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °10 ⎞⎠ 36.523 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °20 ⎞⎠ 170.166 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °20 ⎞⎠ 58.159 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °30 ⎞⎠ 260.219 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °30 ⎞⎠ 64.249 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °40 ⎞⎠ 349.961 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °40 ⎞⎠ 54.61 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °50 ⎞⎠ 436.666 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °50 ⎞⎠ 29.533 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °60 ⎞⎠ 517.699 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °60 ⎞⎠ −10.219 ⋅
=Mθ2 ⎛⎝ °70 ⎞⎠ 511.858 ⋅ =Tθ2 ⎛⎝ °70 ⎞⎠ −56.549 ⋅
=Mθ2 ⎛⎝ °80 ⎞⎠ 498.06 ⋅ =Tθ2 ⎛⎝ °80 ⎞⎠ −101.161 ⋅
=Mθ2 ⎛⎝ °90 ⎞⎠ 476.725 ⋅ =Tθ2 ⎛⎝ °90 ⎞⎠ −142.699 ⋅
Girder radius: ≔r 2600
Initial and final angles: ≔θ0 16 ≔θ1 164





Girder angular length: ≔α =⎛⎝ −θ1 θ0⎞⎠ 2.583
























































2 ⎛⎝ +yG d⎞⎠
−20.4 ≔R4 =R1 −20.4
(Reaction>0 if upwards)
≔R2 =−R1 20.4 ≔R3 =R2 20.4
< < (b/w first and second support)θ0 θ β
≔Mθ1 (θ) +⋅⋅−R1 r sin ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r sin ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
≔Tθ1 (θ) +⋅⋅R1 r ⎛⎝ −1 cos ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r cos ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
< < (b/w second and mid-span --------> use symmetry)β θ ―
π
2
≔Mθ2 (θ) +−⋅⋅−R1 r sin ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠ ⋅⋅R2 r sin ⎛⎝ −−θ β θ0⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r sin ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
≔Tθ2 (θ) ++⋅⋅R1 r ( −1 cos (θ)) ⋅⋅R2 r ⎛⎝ −1 cos ⎛⎝ −−θ β θ0⎞⎠⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r cos ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °20 ⎞⎠ 37.632 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °20 ⎞⎠ 16.845 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °30 ⎞⎠ 136.038 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °30 ⎞⎠ 47.145 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °40 ⎞⎠ 238.21 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °40 ⎞⎠ 59.896 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °50 ⎞⎠ 341.044 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °50 ⎞⎠ 54.712 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °60 ⎞⎠ 441.416 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °60 ⎞⎠ 31.75 ⋅
=Mθ2 ⎛⎝ °70 ⎞⎠ 493.123 ⋅ =Tθ2 ⎛⎝ °70 ⎞⎠ −136.887 ⋅
=Mθ2 ⎛⎝ °80 ⎞⎠ 488.447 ⋅ =Tθ2 ⎛⎝ °80 ⎞⎠ −187.325 ⋅
=Mθ2 ⎛⎝ °90 ⎞⎠ 476.829 ⋅ =Tθ2 ⎛⎝ °90 ⎞⎠ −232.07 ⋅
Girder radius: ≔r 2700
Initial and final angles: ≔θ0 22 ≔θ1 158




Girder angular length: ≔α =⎛⎝ −θ1 θ0⎞⎠ 2.374
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2 ⎛⎝ +yG d⎞⎠
−35.259 ≔R4 =R1 −35.259
(Reaction>0 if upwards)
≔R2 =−R1 35.259 ≔R3 =R2 35.259
< < (b/w first and second support)θ0 θ β
≔Mθ1 (θ) +⋅⋅−R1 r sin ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r sin ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
≔Tθ1 (θ) +⋅⋅R1 r ⎛⎝ −1 cos ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r cos ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
< < (b/w second and mid-span --------> use symmetry)β θ ―
π
2
≔Mθ2 (θ) +−⋅⋅−R1 r sin ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠ ⋅⋅R2 r sin ⎛⎝ −−θ β θ0⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r sin ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
≔Tθ2 (θ) ++⋅⋅R1 r ( −1 cos (θ)) ⋅⋅R2 r ⎛⎝ −1 cos ⎛⎝ −−θ β θ0⎞⎠⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r cos ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °30 ⎞⎠ 135.119 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °30 ⎞⎠ 28.312 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °40 ⎞⎠ 307.397 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °40 ⎞⎠ 36.841 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °50 ⎞⎠ 478.537 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °50 ⎞⎠ 15.324 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °60 ⎞⎠ 643.342 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °60 ⎞⎠ −35.584 ⋅
=Mθ2 ⎛⎝ °70 ⎞⎠ 752.511 ⋅ =Tθ2 ⎛⎝ °70 ⎞⎠ −424.712 ⋅
=Mθ2 ⎛⎝ °80 ⎞⎠ 725.505 ⋅ =Tθ2 ⎛⎝ °80 ⎞⎠ −534.538 ⋅
=Mθ2 ⎛⎝ °90 ⎞⎠ 684.659 ⋅ =Tθ2 ⎛⎝ °90 ⎞⎠ −628.123 ⋅
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Girder radius: ≔r 2800
Initial and final angles: ≔θ0 27 ≔θ1 153




Girder angular length: ≔α =⎛⎝ −θ1 θ0⎞⎠ 2.199























































2 ⎛⎝ +yG d⎞⎠
−51.109 ≔R4 =R1 −51.109
(Reaction>0 if upwards)
≔R2 =−R1 51.109 ≔R3 =R2 51.109
< < (b/w first and second support)θ0 θ β
≔Mθ1 (θ) +⋅⋅−R1 r sin ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r sin ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
≔Tθ1 (θ) +⋅⋅R1 r ⎛⎝ −1 cos ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r cos ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
< < (b/w second and mid-span --------> use symmetry)β θ ―
π
2
≔Mθ2 (θ) +−⋅⋅−R1 r sin ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠ ⋅⋅R2 r sin ⎛⎝ −−θ β θ0⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r sin ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
≔Tθ2 (θ) ++⋅⋅R1 r ( −1 cos (θ)) ⋅⋅R2 r ⎛⎝ −1 cos ⎛⎝ −−θ β θ0⎞⎠⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r cos ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅ =⋅⎛⎝ +θ0 β⎞⎠ ――
180 69
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °30 ⎞⎠ 75.279 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °30 ⎞⎠ 12.693 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °40 ⎞⎠ 329.092 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °40 ⎞⎠ 26.309 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °50 ⎞⎠ 581.414 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °50 ⎞⎠ −4.357 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °60 ⎞⎠ 824.578 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °60 ⎞⎠ −78.371 ⋅
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
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=Mθ2 ⎛⎝ °70 ⎞⎠ 1026.219 ⋅ =Tθ2 ⎛⎝ °70 ⎞⎠ −750.424 ⋅
=Mθ2 ⎛⎝ °80 ⎞⎠ 981.321 ⋅ =Tθ2 ⎛⎝ °80 ⎞⎠ −932.64 ⋅
=Mθ2 ⎛⎝ °90 ⎞⎠ 915.115 ⋅ =Tθ2 ⎛⎝ °90 ⎞⎠ −1086.518 ⋅
Girder radius: ≔r 2900
Initial and final angles: ≔θ0 30.5 ≔θ1 149.5




Girder angular length: ≔α =⎛⎝ −θ1 θ0⎞⎠ 2.077























































2 ⎛⎝ +yG d⎞⎠
−79.405 ≔R4 =R1 −79.405
(Reaction>0 if upwards)
≔R2 =−R1 79.405 ≔R3 =R2 79.405
< < (b/w first and second support)θ0 θ β
≔Mθ1 (θ) +⋅⋅−R1 r sin ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r sin ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
≔Tθ1 (θ) +⋅⋅R1 r ⎛⎝ −1 cos ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r cos ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
< < (b/w second and mid-span --------> use symmetry)β θ ―
π
2
≔Mθ2 (θ) +−⋅⋅−R1 r sin ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠ ⋅⋅R2 r sin ⎛⎝ −−θ β θ0⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r sin ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
≔Tθ2 (θ) ++⋅⋅R1 r ( −1 cos (θ)) ⋅⋅R2 r ⎛⎝ −1 cos ⎛⎝ −−θ β θ0⎞⎠⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r cos ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
=⋅⎛⎝ +θ0 β⎞⎠ ――
180
70.167
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅
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=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °40 ⎞⎠ 384.039 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °40 ⎞⎠ 16.283 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °50 ⎞⎠ 785.305 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °50 ⎞⎠ −35.278 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °60 ⎞⎠ 1171.521 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °60 ⎞⎠ −155.735 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °70 ⎞⎠ 1530.953 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °70 ⎞⎠ −341.427 ⋅
=Mθ2 ⎛⎝ °80 ⎞⎠ 1459.41 ⋅ =Tθ2 ⎛⎝ °80 ⎞⎠ −1648.527 ⋅
=Mθ2 ⎛⎝ °90 ⎞⎠ 1345.637 ⋅ =Tθ2 ⎛⎝ °90 ⎞⎠ −1916.279 ⋅
Girder radius: ≔r 3000




Initial and final angles: ≔θ0 33.5 ≔θ1 146.5
Girder angular length: ≔α =⎛⎝ −θ1 θ0⎞⎠ 1.972























































2 ⎛⎝ +yG d⎞⎠
−114.156 ≔R4 =R1 −114.156
(Reaction>0 if upwards)
≔R2 =−R1 114.156 ≔R3 =R2 114.156
< < (b/w first and second support)θ0 θ β
≔Mθ1 (θ) +⋅⋅−R1 r sin ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r sin ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
≔Tθ1 (θ) +⋅⋅R1 r ⎛⎝ −1 cos ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r cos ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
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< < (b/w second and mid-span --------> use symmetry)β θ ―
π
2
≔Mθ2 (θ) +−⋅⋅−R1 r sin ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠ ⋅⋅R2 r sin ⎛⎝ −−θ β θ0⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r sin ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
≔Tθ2 (θ) ++⋅⋅R1 r ( −1 cos (θ)) ⋅⋅R2 r ⎛⎝ −1 cos ⎛⎝ −−θ β θ0⎞⎠⎞⎠ ⌠⌡ d
θ0
θ
⋅⋅t r cos ( −θ ϕ) ϕ
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °40 ⎞⎠ 389.612 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °40 ⎞⎠ 11.947 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °50 ⎞⎠ 985.012 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °50 ⎞⎠ −55.824 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °60 ⎞⎠ 1559.598 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °60 ⎞⎠ −225.955 ⋅
=Mθ1 ⎛⎝ °70 ⎞⎠ 2095.912 ⋅ =Tθ1 ⎛⎝ °70 ⎞⎠ −493.278 ⋅
=Mθ2 ⎛⎝ °80 ⎞⎠ 2170.186 ⋅ =Tθ2 ⎛⎝ °80 ⎞⎠ −2588.04 ⋅
=Mθ2 ⎛⎝ °90 ⎞⎠ 1998.455 ⋅ =Tθ2 ⎛⎝ °90 ⎞⎠ −3027.758 ⋅
Girder restraints: encastre at one end








⋅⋅t r cos (ϕ) ϕ 0 ⋅
≔Mθ (θ) −+⋅MC cos (θ) ⋅TC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t ⎛⎝ −cos ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠ 1⎞⎠
≔Tθ (θ) +−⋅TC cos (θ) ⋅MC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t sin ⎛⎝ −θ θ0⎞⎠
=Mθ (0) 500 ⋅ =Tθ (0) 0 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °10 ⎞⎠ 496.202 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °10 ⎞⎠ −43.412 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °16 ⎞⎠ 490.315 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °16 ⎞⎠ −68.909 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °20 ⎞⎠ 484.923 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °20 ⎞⎠ −85.505 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °22 ⎞⎠ 481.796 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °22 ⎞⎠ −93.652 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °27 ⎞⎠ 472.752 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °27 ⎞⎠ −113.498 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °30 ⎞⎠ 466.506 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °30 ⎞⎠ −125 ⋅
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
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=Mθ ⎛⎝ °30.5 ⎞⎠ 465.407 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °30.5 ⎞⎠ −126.885 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °33.5 ⎞⎠ 458.471 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °33.5 ⎞⎠ −137.984 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °40 ⎞⎠ 441.511 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °40 ⎞⎠ −160.697 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °50 ⎞⎠ 410.697 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °50 ⎞⎠ −191.511 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °60 ⎞⎠ 375 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °60 ⎞⎠ −216.506 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °70 ⎞⎠ 335.505 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °70 ⎞⎠ −234.923 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °80 ⎞⎠ 293.412 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °80 ⎞⎠ −246.202 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °90 ⎞⎠ 250 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °90 ⎞⎠ −250 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °100 ⎞⎠ 206.588 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °100 ⎞⎠ −246.202 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °110 ⎞⎠ 164.495 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °110 ⎞⎠ −234.923 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °120 ⎞⎠ 125 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °120 ⎞⎠ −216.506 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °130 ⎞⎠ 89.303 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °130 ⎞⎠ −191.511 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °140 ⎞⎠ 58.489 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °140 ⎞⎠ −160.697 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °146.5 ⎞⎠ 41.529 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °146.5 ⎞⎠ −137.984 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °149.5 ⎞⎠ 34.593 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °149.5 ⎞⎠ −126.885 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °150 ⎞⎠ 33.494 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °150 ⎞⎠ −125 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °153 ⎞⎠ 27.248 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °153 ⎞⎠ −113.498 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °158 ⎞⎠ 18.204 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °158 ⎞⎠ −93.652 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °160 ⎞⎠ 15.077 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °160 ⎞⎠ −85.505 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °164 ⎞⎠ 9.685 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °164 ⎞⎠ −68.909 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °170 ⎞⎠ 3.798 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °170 ⎞⎠ −43.412 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °180 ⎞⎠ 0 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °180 ⎞⎠ 0 ⋅








⋅⋅t r cos (ϕ) ϕ 137.779 ⋅
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≔Mθ (θ) −−⋅MC cos (θ) ⋅TC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t ( −cos (θ) 1)
≔Tθ (θ) +−⋅−TC cos (θ) ⋅MC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t sin (θ)
=Mθ ⎛⎝ °0 ⎞⎠ 480.493 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ °0 ⎞⎠ −137.779 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°20 θ0⎞⎠ 470.344 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°20 θ0⎞⎠ −152.824 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°22 θ0⎞⎠ 464.883 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°22 θ0⎞⎠ −160.072 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°27 θ0⎞⎠ 450.152 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°27 θ0⎞⎠ −177.32 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°30 θ0⎞⎠ 440.611 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°30 θ0⎞⎠ −187.028 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°30.5 θ0⎞⎠ 438.972 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°30.5 θ0⎞⎠ −188.597 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°33.5 θ0⎞⎠ 428.856 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°33.5 θ0⎞⎠ −197.706 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°40 θ0⎞⎠ 405.39 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°40 θ0⎞⎠ −215.55 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°50 θ0⎞⎠ 365.752 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°50 θ0⎞⎠ −237.522 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°60 θ0⎞⎠ 322.9 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°60 θ0⎞⎠ −252.277 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°70 θ0⎞⎠ 278.137 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°70 θ0⎞⎠ −259.367 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°80 θ0⎞⎠ 232.823 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°80 θ0⎞⎠ −258.576 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°90 θ0⎞⎠ 188.334 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°90 θ0⎞⎠ −249.928 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°100 θ0⎞⎠ 146.024 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°100 θ0⎞⎠ −233.686 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°110 θ0⎞⎠ 107.176 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°110 θ0⎞⎠ −210.344 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°120 θ0⎞⎠ 72.972 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°120 θ0⎞⎠ −180.611 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°130 θ0⎞⎠ 44.45 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°130 θ0⎞⎠ −145.39 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°140 θ0⎞⎠ 22.478 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°140 θ0⎞⎠ −105.752 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°146.5 θ0⎞⎠ 12.034 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°146.5 θ0⎞⎠ −78.184 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°149.5 θ0⎞⎠ 8.282 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°149.5 θ0⎞⎠ −65.099 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°150 θ0⎞⎠ 7.723 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°150 θ0⎞⎠ −62.9 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°153 θ0⎞⎠ 4.777 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°153 θ0⎞⎠ −49.61 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°158 θ0⎞⎠ 1.424 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°158 θ0⎞⎠ −27.177 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°160 θ0⎞⎠ 0.633 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°160 θ0⎞⎠ −18.137 ⋅
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=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°164 θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°164 θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅








⋅⋅t r cos (ϕ) ϕ 187.558 ⋅
≔Mθ (θ) −−⋅MC cos (θ) ⋅TC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t ( −cos (θ) 1)
≔Tθ (θ) +−⋅−TC cos (θ) ⋅MC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t sin (θ)
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°22 θ0⎞⎠ 464.222 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°22 θ0⎞⎠ −187.558 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°27 θ0⎞⎠ 447.136 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°27 θ0⎞⎠ −203.772 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°30 θ0⎞⎠ 436.229 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°30 θ0⎞⎠ −212.763 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°30.5 θ0⎞⎠ 434.366 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°30.5 θ0⎞⎠ −214.205 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°33.5 θ0⎞⎠ 422.93 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°33.5 θ0⎞⎠ −222.514 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°40 θ0⎞⎠ 396.757 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°40 θ0⎞⎠ −238.396 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°50 θ0⎞⎠ 353.435 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°50 θ0⎞⎠ −256.785 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°60 θ0⎞⎠ 307.577 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°60 θ0⎞⎠ −267.372 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°70 θ0⎞⎠ 260.577 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°70 θ0⎞⎠ −269.836 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°80 θ0⎞⎠ 213.864 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°80 θ0⎞⎠ −264.1 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°90 θ0⎞⎠ 168.856 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°90 θ0⎞⎠ −250.34 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°100 θ0⎞⎠ 126.922 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°100 θ0⎞⎠ −228.973 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°110 θ0⎞⎠ 89.335 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°110 θ0⎞⎠ −200.649 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°120 θ0⎞⎠ 57.237 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°120 θ0⎞⎠ −166.229 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°130 θ0⎞⎠ 31.604 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°130 θ0⎞⎠ −126.757 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°140 θ0⎞⎠ 13.215 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°140 θ0⎞⎠ −83.435 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°146.5 θ0⎞⎠ 5.42 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°146.5 θ0⎞⎠ −53.829 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°149.5 θ0⎞⎠ 2.966 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°149.5 θ0⎞⎠ −39.909 ⋅
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
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=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°150 θ0⎞⎠ 2.628 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°150 θ0⎞⎠ −37.577 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°153 θ0⎞⎠ 1.027 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°153 θ0⎞⎠ −23.532 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°158 θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°158 θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅








⋅⋅t r cos (ϕ) ϕ 226.525 ⋅
≔Mθ (θ) −−⋅MC cos (θ) ⋅TC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t ( −cos (θ) 1)
≔Tθ (θ) +−⋅−TC cos (θ) ⋅MC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t sin (θ)
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°27 θ0⎞⎠ 444.58 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°27 θ0⎞⎠ −226.525 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°30 θ0⎞⎠ 432.499 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°30 θ0⎞⎠ −234.828 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°30.5 θ0⎞⎠ 430.444 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°30.5 θ0⎞⎠ −236.15 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°33.5 θ0⎞⎠ 417.879 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°33.5 θ0⎞⎠ −243.7 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°40 θ0⎞⎠ 389.405 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°40 θ0⎞⎠ −257.741 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°50 θ0⎞⎠ 342.986 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°50 θ0⎞⎠ −272.824 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°60 θ0⎞⎠ 294.654 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°60 θ0⎞⎠ −279.616 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°70 θ0⎞⎠ 245.877 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°70 θ0⎞⎠ −277.913 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°80 θ0⎞⎠ 198.136 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°80 θ0⎞⎠ −267.765 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°90 θ0⎞⎠ 152.883 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°90 θ0⎞⎠ −249.482 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°100 θ0⎞⎠ 111.492 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°100 θ0⎞⎠ −223.618 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°110 θ0⎞⎠ 75.221 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°110 θ0⎞⎠ −190.96 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°120 θ0⎞⎠ 45.172 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°120 θ0⎞⎠ −152.499 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°130 θ0⎞⎠ 22.259 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°130 θ0⎞⎠ −109.405 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°140 θ0⎞⎠ 7.176 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°140 θ0⎞⎠ −62.986 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°146.5 θ0⎞⎠ 1.8 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°146.5 θ0⎞⎠ −31.697 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°149.5 θ0⎞⎠ 0.522 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°149.5 θ0⎞⎠ −17.094 ⋅
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=Mθ ⎝149.5 θ0⎠ 0.522 =Tθ ⎝149.5 θ0⎠ 17.094
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°150 θ0⎞⎠ 0.384 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°150 θ0⎞⎠ −14.654 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°153 θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°153 θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅








⋅⋅t r cos (ϕ) ϕ 253.64 ⋅
≔Mθ (θ) −−⋅MC cos (θ) ⋅TC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t ( −cos (θ) 1)
≔Tθ (θ) +−⋅−TC cos (θ) ⋅MC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t sin (θ)
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°30.5 θ0⎞⎠ 430.595 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°30.5 θ0⎞⎠ −253.64 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°33.5 θ0⎞⎠ 417.128 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°33.5 θ0⎞⎠ −260.65 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°40 θ0⎞⎠ 386.804 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°40 θ0⎞⎠ −273.366 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°50 θ0⎞⎠ 337.864 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°50 θ0⎞⎠ −286.023 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°60 θ0⎞⎠ 287.469 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°60 θ0⎞⎠ −289.989 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°70 θ0⎞⎠ 237.152 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°70 θ0⎞⎠ −285.144 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°80 θ0⎞⎠ 188.44 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°80 θ0⎞⎠ −271.635 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°90 θ0⎞⎠ 142.814 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°90 θ0⎞⎠ −249.872 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°100 θ0⎞⎠ 101.66 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°100 θ0⎞⎠ −220.518 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°110 θ0⎞⎠ 66.229 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°110 θ0⎞⎠ −184.463 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°120 θ0⎞⎠ 37.597 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°120 θ0⎞⎠ −142.803 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°130 θ0⎞⎠ 16.634 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°130 θ0⎞⎠ −96.804 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°140 θ0⎞⎠ 3.977 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°140 θ0⎞⎠ −47.864 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°146.5 θ0⎞⎠ 0.397 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°146.5 θ0⎞⎠ −15.177 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°149.5 θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°149.5 θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅









⋅⋅t r cos (ϕ) ϕ 276.151 ⋅
≔Mθ (θ) −−⋅MC cos (θ) ⋅TC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t ( −cos (θ) 1)
≔Tθ (θ) +−⋅−TC cos (θ) ⋅MC sin (θ) ⋅⋅r t sin (θ)
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°33.5 θ0⎞⎠ 417.219 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°33.5 θ0⎞⎠ −276.151 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°40 θ0⎞⎠ 385.205 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°40 θ0⎞⎠ −287.646 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°50 θ0⎞⎠ 333.961 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°50 θ0⎞⎠ −298.072 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°60 θ0⎞⎠ 281.685 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°60 θ0⎞⎠ −299.44 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°70 θ0⎞⎠ 229.966 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°70 θ0⎞⎠ −291.711 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°80 θ0⎞⎠ 180.375 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°80 θ0⎞⎠ −275.118 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°90 θ0⎞⎠ 134.419 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°90 θ0⎞⎠ −250.166 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°100 θ0⎞⎠ 93.494 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°100 θ0⎞⎠ −217.612 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°110 θ0⎞⎠ 58.843 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°110 θ0⎞⎠ −178.447 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°120 θ0⎞⎠ 31.52 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°120 θ0⎞⎠ −133.859 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°130 θ0⎞⎠ 12.354 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°130 θ0⎞⎠ −85.205 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°140 θ0⎞⎠ 1.928 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°140 θ0⎞⎠ −33.961 ⋅
=Mθ ⎛⎝ −°146.5 θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅ =Tθ ⎛⎝ −°146.5 θ0⎞⎠ 0 ⋅
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B. Load-bearing system optimization
≔R1 343.6 ≔R2 400.3 ≔R3 377.7 ≔R4 115 ≔R5 275.5 ≔R6 221.9 ≔R7 331.4 ≔R8 163.2 ≔R9 213.4
≔x1 38.69 ≔y1 25.11 ≔z1 −8.15 ≔z 8
≔x2 40.28 ≔y2 19.47 ≔z2 −8.073
≔x3 42.68 ≔y3 14.17 ≔z3 −7.954
≔x4 45.95 ≔y4 9.345 ≔z4 −7.791
≔x5 50.01 ≔y5 5.253 ≔z5 −7.592
≔x6 54.95 ≔y6 2.291 ≔z6 −7.363
≔x7 60.41 ≔y7 0.273 ≔z7 −7.147
≔x8 66.14 ≔y8 −0.79 ≔z8 −6.975
≔x9 72.03 ≔y9 −1.034 ≔z9 −6.874



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































≔f ( ,x y) +f1 ( ,x y) f2 ( ,x y)
≔x 1 ≔y 1
＝f ( ,x y) 0
=( ,x y) ?
As expected, a solution could not be found. The function's absolute 
minimum is obtained instead.
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≔x 1 ≔y 1







=f ( ,35.828 18.228) 4.795 (representing a solution that is not compatible with the architectural requirements)
Young modulus: ≔E 205000
Cable cross-sectional area: ≔A 0.007854 m
2
Continuous beam model vertical reactions
≔R1 102.3 ≔R2 459.9 ≔R3 318.7 ≔R4 306.1 ≔R5 352.8
≔R6 341.6 ≔R7 278.9 ≔R8 374.5 ≔R9 366.4 ≔R10 314.1
Hinged nodes coordinates
584 ≔x1 2.980 m ≔y1 1.020 m ≔z1 0.2095 m
629 ≔x2 7.858 m ≔y2 1.356 m ≔z2 0.5111 m
674 ≔x3 12.62 m ≔y3 2.307 m ≔z3 0.7845 m
719 ≔x4 17.20 m ≔y4 3.924 m ≔z4 1.017 m
764 ≔x5 21.49 m ≔y5 6.178 m ≔z5 1.200 m
809 ≔x6 25.36 m ≔y6 9.062 m ≔z6 1.332 m
854 ≔x7 28.70 m ≔y7 12.55 m ≔z7 1.416 m
899 ≔x8 31.42 m ≔y8 16.54 m ≔z8 1.486 m
944 ≔x9 33.44 m ≔y9 20.92 m ≔z9 1.486 m
1622 ≔x10 34.26 m ≔y10 25.55 m ≔z10 1.493 m
1612 ≔x11 34.49 m ≔y11 30.40 m ≔z11 1.494 m
Fixed mast's height: ≔z 15 m




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































≔x 1 m ≔y 1 m






⎥⎦ ----------->   Mast's top node coordinates:  (x,y,z) = (17.265m , 17.696m , 15m)
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Top mast nodal forces from a linear model (top mast node is hinged)
≔Fx 1775 ≔Fy 1231 ≔Fz 3203











0.606 ≔αdeg =⋅αrad ――
180
34.742
Angle b/w net top mast nodal  force and y-axis (in the horizontal plane)
≔γdeg =−90 αdeg 55.258














0.977 ≔βdeg =⋅βrad ――
180
56.004
≔Lm 21.42 m ≔x 17.265 m ≔y 17.696 m =z 16.962
----------->   Mast's base node coordinates:
≔xbase =−x ⋅⋅Lm cos ⎛⎝βrad⎞⎠ cos ⎛⎝αrad⎞⎠ 8.394
≔ybase =−y ⋅⋅Lm cos ⎛⎝βrad⎞⎠ sin ⎛⎝αrad⎞⎠ 12.292
≔zbase =−z ⋅Lm sin ⎛⎝βrad⎞⎠ −3.12 (refer to the GSA model global axes)
Horizontal angle b/w mast and global x-axis Mast vertical angle
≔βmast =αrad 0.606 ≔αmast =βrad 0.977 =⋅0.977 ――
180
55.978 deg















































































































































Horizontal angle b/w cables and x-axis (dead loads + prestresses configuration)















































































































































=|| −β1 β'1|| 0.02 =|| −β2 β'2|| 0.025 =|| −β3 β'3|| 0.029 =|| −β4 β'4|| 0.032 =|| −β5 β'5|| 0.029 =|| −β6 β'6|| 0.017
=|| −β7 β'7|| 0.001 =|| −β8 β'8|| 0.01 =|| −β9 β'9|| 0.016 =|| −β10 β'10|| 0.019 =|| −β11 β'11|| 0.019
Vertical angle b/w cables and x-axis (undeformed geometry)



























































































































































Horizontal angle b/w cables and x-axis (dead loads + prestresses configuration)





























































































































































=|| −α1 α'1|| 0.001 =|| −α2 α'2|| 0.001 =|| −α3 α'3|| 0.001 =|| −α4 α'4|| 0.002 =|| −α5 α'5|| 0.002 =|| −α6 α'6|| 0.002
=|| −α7 α'7|| 0.002 =|| −α8 α'8|| 0.001 =|| −α9 α'9|| 0.001 =|| −α10 α'10|| 0.001 =|| −α11 α'11|| 0
Horizontal and vertical rotations are approximately of the same order
Mast's tilt angles


















Horizontal angle b/w cables and mast
≔γ1 =−−β1 βmast 1.673 ≔γ2 =−−β2 βmast 1.487 ≔γ3 =−−β3 βmast 1.258 ≔γ4 =−−β4 βmast 0.969
≔γ5 =−β5 βmast 0.613 ≔γ6 =−β6 βmast 0.211 ≔γ7 =+−β7 βmast 0.183 ≔γ8 =+−β8 βmast 0.525
≔γ9 =+β9 βmast 0.803 ≔γ10 =+β10 βmast 1.039 ≔γ11 =+β11 βmast 1.242
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